SureGuide

Priority claimed from 03/06/2014; Application No.: 86299027; United States of America
2986543 14/11/2014

[International Registration No.: 1241041]

Agilent Technologies, Inc.
5301 Stevens Creek Blvd. Santa Clara, CA 95051 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biochemical reagents used for non-medical purposes.
VOYAGRO

Priority claimed from 30/03/2015; Application No.: 86580444; United States of America
3158821  28/07/2015
[International Registration No.: 1262670]
WINFIELD SOLUTIONS, LLC
1050 County Road F West Shoreview MN 55126 United States of America
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fertilizers for agricultural use.
SUNLIQUID

3869440  14/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1407741]
Clariant AG
Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vinasse (fertilizer), fertilizer, lignin, fermentation digestate from alcohol production.
WANDA GROUP CO., LTD.
Kenli County, Dongying City Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Oxygen; synthetic resins, unprocessed; tensio-active agents; industrial chemicals; acrylic resins, unprocessed; adhesives for industrial purposes; chemical additives for oils; water-purifying chemicals; artificial resins, unprocessed.
VERSAPLEX

Priority claimed from 01/06/2018; Application No.: 87945335; United States of America
3908199 05/06/2018
[International Registration No.: 1415537]
Promega Corporation
2800 Woods Hollow Road Madison WI 537115399 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Reagents for scientific and research use.
3908230  08/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1415882]
HUZHOU LONGTONG CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
No. 1-3, 969 Qingfang Road, Huzhou City, Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Adhesives for industrial purposes; viscose; chemical additives to insecticides; brake fluid; silicon; alcohol; metal annealing preparations; soldering fluxes; plasticizers; chemical additives for lubricants.
Promega Corporation
2800 Woods Hollow Road Madison WI 537115399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Reagents for scientific and research use.
Priority claimed from 01/06/2018; Application No. : 87945331 ;United States of America
3908364  05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415565]
Promega Corporation
2800 Woods Hollow Road Madison WI 537115399 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Reagents for scientific and research use.
Millionguard

3909382  02/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416387]

KOA GLASS CO., LTD.
25-27, Hirai 1-chome, Edogawa-ku Tokyo 132-0035 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Inorganic antimicrobial agents for industrial use; inorganic antimicrobial preparations for industrial use to prevent, weaken and/or kill bacteria, fungi, cyanobacteria, diatom and viruses; raw plastic materials including inorganic antimicrobial agents for industrial use.
Priority claimed from 24/11/2017; Application No. : 4-2017-39190 ;Viet Nam 3910678  22/12/2017 [International Registration No. : 1415506]
BSB DEVELOPMENT & INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED
551 Rung Sac Road, Binh An Hamlet, Binh Khanh Ward, Can Gio District Ho Chi Minh City Viet Nam
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Silica, namely precipitated silica, colloidal silica, fumed silica, silica [chemicals for industrial purposes]; nano silica, namely nano precipitated silica, nano colloidal silica, nano fumed silica, nano silica [chemicals for industrial purposes].
3908800  30/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415930]
NANTONG BOJO PIGMENTS CO., LTD.
No. 1, Nanjiang Road, Changjiang Town, Rugao City, Nantong Jiangsu Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pigments; zinc oxide [pigment]; titanium dioxide [pigment]; emulsions (silver -) [pigments]; powders (silvering -); fixatives for watercolors [watercolours].
DUOLYS

Priority claimed from 13/02/2014; Application No. : 14 4 068 504 ;France
2859375 25/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218439]
ACM
17 rue de Neuilly, Impasse Passoir F-92110 CLICHY France
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetic products against skin aging.
Priority claimed from 15/04/2014; Application No.: 658024; Switzerland
2859550   01/05/2014
[International Registration No.: 1215271]
SOCIÉTÉ DES PRODUITS NESTLÉ S.A.
CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; almond milk for cosmetic use; oils for cosmetic use, hair lotions; shampoos; shower gel; preparations combining shampoos and shower gels; cosmetic creams; lotions for cosmetic use; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath salts, not for medical use; body deodorants; sunscreens [cosmetic preparations for skin tanning]; cosmetic skin tanning and after-sun preparations; make-up products, face powders, cosmetic pencils; facial cleansing creams; baby wipes; dentifrices; lip balm; massage oil; bath additives in liquid, powder or tablet form; all the goods mentioned in this class also for babies, young children and pregnant women.
VOLUME COLOURIST

Priority claimed from 26/02/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 030 349 ;Germany
3049278 05/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1250336]
Coty Germany GmbH
Rheinstrasse 4E 55116 Mainz Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics.
Mark to be used as a whole.
MODERN TWIST

3053336 06/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1249879]
MAKE-UP ART COSMETICS INC.
767 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK NY 10153 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; fragrances for personal use; non-medicated skin care preparations.
BARONY UNIVERSAL PRODUCTS PLC
5 Riverside Way, Riverside Business Park Irvine, Ayrshire KA11 5DJ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumery, deodorants for personal use.
Bare Republic

3121388  01/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259424]
COOLA LLC.
1726 Ord Way Oceanside CA 92056 US
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics, makeup, skin moisturizers, lip balm, face and body lotions, hair lotions, non-medicated skin care preparations and hair care preparations; sunblock, sunscreen, and sun tanning preparations.
COOLA LLC.
1726 Ord Way Oceanside CA 92056 US
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics, makeup, skin moisturizers, lip balm, face and body lotions, and preparation for sunblock, sunscreen and sun tanning.
GLITTER GOALS

3908436  05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416045]
L’OREAL
14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Make-up preparations.
AROMASECRET
SERGIO NERO

Priority claimed from 17/04/2018; Application No. : 2018715356 ;Russian Federation
3909449  25/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416102]
"Apple Parfum" LLC
Orshanskaya str. 5 RU-121552 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aromatics [essential oils]; scented water; toilet water; perfumes; perfumery; cosmetic creams; lotions for cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet purposes; essential oils; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; soap; deodorant soap; cakes of toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; cosmetic kits; eau de Cologne; bases for flower perfumes; shaving preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; potpourris [fragrances]; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; deodorants for human beings or for animals; preparations for personal sanitary, deodorants.
Priority claimed from 18/09/2017; Application No. : 4389357 ;France
3909523  23/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416034]
L'OREAL
14 rue Royale F-75008 Paris France
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Make-up products.
SERGIO NERO

3909891 18/05/2018

[International Registration No. : 1416084]

"Apple Parfum" LLC
Orshanskaya str. 5 RU-121552 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Perfumes; cosmetics, including liquid.
Priority claimed from 07/03/2018; Application No. : 017869848 ;European Union
3910644 05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415899]
Beiersdorf AG
Unnastr. 48 20253 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated cosmetics; non-medicated sun care preparations; non-medicated aftersun preparations.
ART LIBRARY

Priority claimed from 04/06/2018; Application No. : 87946909 ;United States of America
3910742  05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415776]
Make-Up Art Cosmetics Inc.
767 Fifth Avenue New York NY 10153 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics.
SPACE TIME

Priority claimed from 30/08/2017; Application No. : 4385013 ;France
3910887  20/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415338]
SOCIETE PARISIENNE DE PARFUMS ET COSMETIQUES
11 rue Margueritte F-75017 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Laundry preparations; polishing preparations; degreasing preparations; abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumes; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; depilatories; make-up removing products; lipstick; beauty masks; shaving products; preservatives for leather (polishes); creams for leather
ONLY LOVE

Priority claimed from 13/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 032 367 ;Germany
3910941 06/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415293]
Henkel AG & Co. KGaA
Henkelstrasse 67 40589 Düsseldorf Germany

**Proposed to be Used**

**IR DIVISION**

Perfumeries; essential oils; non-medicated soaps; cosmetics; hair lotions; non-medicated dentifrices.
MOO TONG

2788486  22/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1210640]
MOO TONG MEDICAL MANUFACTURING PTE LTD
80 Playfair Road Kapo Factory B1k A 07-08 Singapore 367998 Singapore
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.S. ASSOCIATES
I-116, SOUTH CITY-II, GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medicines for human purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; drugs for medical purposes; balms for medical purposes; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; plasters for medical purposes; liniments; medicinal oils; medicinal drinks; medicinal tea.
PRALUENT

Priority claimed from 26/12/2013; Application No. : 134057155 ;France
2860422 12/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1212484]
SANOFI BIOTECHNOLOGY
54 rue La Boétie F-75008 Paris FR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products.
PRESCORIEL

Priority claimed from 04/02/2014; Application No. : 144065925 ;France
2873980  28/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221021]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 SURESNES CEDEX France
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances for
medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings;
material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
KLEAROL

3046225  29/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1249066]
SONNEBORN, LLC
600 PARSIPPANY PARSIPPANY NJ 07054 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medicinal white mineral oil.
GUIZHOU KEWEI PAPER CO. LTD.
No. 6,11/F, Unit 1, Building 2, Western R&D Base, Guiyang Hi-Tech Industrial Development Area, Guiyang City Guizhou Province China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Breast-nursing pads; babies" diapers [napkins]; belts for sanitary napkins [towels]; sanitary towels; babies" napkin-pants [diaper-pants]; panty liners [sanitary]; disinfectant wipes; diapers for incontinents; pants, absorbent, for incontinents; incontinence garments.
3908257  05/12/2017

[International Registration No. : 1415849]
Qingdao Lexiangziran Traditional Chinese Medicine Culture Development Co., Ltd.
17 Youth Road, Rizhuang Town, Laixi District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Medicines for human purposes; medicinal herbs; disinfectants; nutritive substances for microorganisms; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; depuratives; dietary supplements for animals; preparations for destroying noxious animals; disinfectant wipes; Chinese medicine bag (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
VYERA PHARMACEUTICALS

Priority claimed from 06/11/2017; Application No. : 87673086 ;United States of America
3908317    27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415622]
VYERA PHARMACEUTICALS AG
600 Third Avenue, 10th Floor New York NY 10016 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products for human use.
SONSUVI

3909378  29/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415998]
Auris Medical Ltd.
The Black Church, St. Mary's Place Dublin 7 Ireland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment or prevention of ear disorders.
OnePGT

Priority claimed from 19/03/2018; Application No. : 87840344 ;United States of America
3910747    11/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415640]
Agilent Technologies, Inc.
5301 Stevens Creek Blvd. Santa Clara CA 95051 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Reagents, assays, enzymes, and nucleotides for use in genetic testing for clinical, medical, diagnostic or research purposes.
Heron Therapeutics, Inc.
4242 Campus Point Court, Suite 200 San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances, namely, anesthetics for surgical purposes; anesthetics for surgical use; inhalant anesthetics; local anesthetics; topical anesthetics; general anesthetics; anti-inflammatory preparations; anti-inflammatory ointments; analgesic preparations; preparations for the relief of pain; anesthetics for peri-operative and post-operative use; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for use in anesthesia and for the treatment and control of pain.
3910857  08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416213]
SEKISUI MEDICAL CO., LTD.
1-3, Nihonbashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0027 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Pharmaceutical preparations and substances; medicines for human purposes; diagnostic preparations and reagents for medical, clinical or veterinary purposes; chemical preparations and reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents for medical use; diagnostic marker reagents for medical purposes; medical diagnostic test kits.
ILUKA RESOURCES LIMITED
L23 140 St Georges Tce PERTH WA 6000 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Concentrates of titanium minerals including the minerals ilmenite, altered ilmenite, lucoxene, arizonite, rutile and anatase, with a titanium dioxide content in the rage of 50 percent to 100 percent.
HAWA SUONO

Priority claimed from 09/02/2015; Application No. : 672255 ; Switzerland
3908251  25/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1248169]
Hawa AG
Untere Fischbachstrasse 4 CH-8932 Mettmenstetten Switzerland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fittings of metal for construction and fittings of metal for furniture, particularly door and window fittings.
Shandong Boda Special Cable Co., Ltd.
No.5, South One Road, Dongying District, Dongying Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rails of metal; steel wire; hardware of metal, small; chains of metal; trays of metal; brazing alloys; rods of metal for brazing; rods of metal for welding.
3910938   24/04/2018

[International Registration No. : 1415297]
Shandong Boda Special Cable Co., Ltd.
No.5, South One Road, Dongying District, Dongying Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rails of metal; steel wire; hardware of metal, small; chains of metal; trays of metal; brazing alloys; rods of metal for brazing; rods of metal for welding.
J E C S S

Priority claimed from 26/02/2014; Application No. : 2014-14399 ;Japan
2875177  02/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221145]

AHRESTY CORPORATION
1-2 Nakahara, Mitsuya-cho, Toyohashi-shi Aichi 441-3114 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for metalworking; coolant supply machines for cooling molds for die casting and resin molding.
Priority claimed from 06/11/2017; Application No. : 713128 ;Switzerland
3838283  22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1402165]
PETER LEHMANN AG
Bäraustrasse 43 CH-3552 Bärau Switzerland
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rotary tables.
Bio-LUXTIL

3908324   22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415693]
Seiwa Denko Co., Ltd.
3-2, 1-chome, 1-jo, Kogyodanchi, Asahikawa Hokkaido 078-8271 Japan
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Composting machines for garbage, excrement and urine; decomposing machines for garbage, excrement and urine.
Priority claimed from 20/03/2018; Application No.: 2018-032717; Japan
3908773 26/03/2018
[International Registration No.: 1416385]
NTN CORPORATION
3-17, Kyomachibori 1-chome, Nishi-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka-fu 550-0003 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Axle bearings; slide bearings; bearings with sensor; hub bearings; bearings, as machine elements, not for land vehicles; bearing units; ball-bearings; roller bearings; bearings for medical apparatus and instruments; bearings with integral revolution sensor; oil-impregnated bearings; bearings for machining apparatus; bearing brackets for machines; bearings for construction equipment; bearings for air vehicles; magnetic bearings; accessories of bearings; parts of bearings; wheel bearings; bearings for precision equipment; precision bearings; bearings for vessels [boats and ships]; large sized bearings; bearings for wind-power generators; hydrodynamic bearings; bearings for space vehicles; engine bearings; bushings for use as parts of machines; anti-friction bearings for machines; self-oiling bearings; bearings for transmission shafts; ball rings for bearings; bearing housings for machines; bearing inserts for machines.
FIPAL

Priority claimed from 09/02/2018; Application No.: 30201800005427 ;Italy
3910714  20/02/2018
[International Registration No.: 1415521]
FIPAL S.r.l.
Via Cisa, 65, Frazione FELEGARA I-43014 MEDESANO (PR) Italy
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bending machines for carton boxes; cartoning machines; bundling machines; wrapping machines; packing machines;
packing installations; dividing machines; palletisation machines; depalletizers; material handling machines, namely,
palletizers, case elevators, automatic pallet dispensing machines.
POLYTOOL

3909529  04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416002]
Nail Alliance, LLC
6840 N Oak Trafficway Gladstone MO 64118 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Manicure and pedicure implements used to form a nail extension.
Priority claimed from 20/01/2014; Application No. : 86169733 ;United States of America
2720174   30/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1196369]
VEONEER US, INC.
26545 American Drive Southfield MI 48034 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GET SET IP GROUP
31/42, PUNJABI BAGH (W), NEW DELHI-110026.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cameras; thermal imaging cameras; infrared cameras; night vision cameras; and night vision camera systems primarily composed of cameras, sensors, power sources, communication means, monitors and operating software.
Priority claimed from 20/01/2014; Application No. : 86169735 ;United States of America
2727181   30/01/2014

[International Registration No. : 1196668]

VEONEER US, INC.
26545 American Drive Southfield MI 48034 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GET SET IP GROUP
31/42, PUNJABI BAGH (W), NEW DELHI-110026.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2720174

IR DIVISION

Cameras; thermal imaging cameras; infrared cameras; night vision cameras; and night vision camera systems primarily composed of cameras, sensors, power sources, communication means, monitors and operating software.
HYUNDAI HEAVY INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.
1000, Bangeojinsunhwan-doro, Dong-gu Ulsan Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rheostats; electric relays; electric circuit closers; electrical reactors [inductors]; stage lighting regulators; electrical connection boxes; switchboards; distribution boards (electricity); distribution boxes (electricity); branch boxes (electricity); cell switches (electricity); solenoid valves (electromagnetic switches); inductors (electricity); induction voltage regulators; inverters (electricity); terminals (electricity); transformers (electricity); electric switches; armatures (electricity); electric resistances; electric converters; electric contacts; electric current control devices; current limiters; connectors for electric lines; wire connectors (electricity); voltage surge protectors; chargers for electric batteries; local switches (signalling lights); current rectifiers; commutators; control panels [electricity]; circuit breakers; condensers (capacitors); rechargers for electric accumulators; lightning arresters; anti-interference devices (electricity); circuit closers; rotary converters; electric accumulators; solar batteries; watt hour meters; electric loss indicators; electromagnetic measuring detectors; wattmeters; ammeters; voltmeters; circuit testers; junction boxes (electricity); terminal boxes; communications apparatus for ships; indicating lamps for switchboards.
Nexenta

2859890 12/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1219372]
NEXENTA SYSTEMS, INC
455 El Camino Real Santa Clara CA 95050 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer operating programs and computer operating systems; downloadable computer operating systems; downloadable operating system programs; downloadable computer software for storage of data.
Priority claimed from 16/01/2014; Application No. : 86167539 ;United States of America
2881421  10/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1222814]
SEEK THERMAL, INC.
111 Castilian Drive Santa Barbara CA 93117 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Electro-optical instruments for use in inspection and measurement of industrial components; electronic components in
the nature of infrared detectors for use in further manufacture; electronic detectors for observing and measuring the
infrared spectrum, namely, infrared detectors; electronic devices for locating and tracking objects using thermographic or
infrared technology; infrared cameras; infrared detectors for use in military, law enforcement, civil, scientific and industrial
applications; instruments for detecting and measuring two-dimensional distribution of force and pressure; instruments for
measuring length; integrated circuit modules for use with infrared detectors; integrated circuits for use in the manufacture
of infrared detectors; remote sensors for use in measuring thermal and infrared radiation energy waves; scientific
apparatus, namely, sensing and signaling devices for measurement and quality control of materials processing by laser;
scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, temperature, length, height, sound, depth, distance; sensors for
measuring weight, temperature, length, height, sound, depth, distance, not for medical use.
ANTHONY JOHN ANDREWS
Hoyle, Horsham Road, Beare Green Dorking RH5 4PS United Kingdom
JOHN NEWSHAM
Hoyle, Horsham Road, Beare Green Dorking RH5 4PS United Kingdom
TOBY CHARLES COLLINGWOOD HUNT
Hammonds Farm, Broad Lane, Newdigate Dorking RH5 5AS United Kingdom
YANN JOSEPH FAVRET
Hoyle, Horsham Road, Beare Green Dorking RH5 4PS United Kingdom
ANN MARCIA ANDREWS
Hoyle, Horsham Road, Beare Green Dorking RH5 4PS United Kingdom
EMMA BELINDA NEWTON
Hoyle, Horsham Road, Beare Green Dorking RH5 4PS United Kingdom
DAVID RICHARD BRUMLI
1 Forge Cottages, Betchetts Green Road, South Holmwood Dorking RH5 4JY United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Amplifiers, receivers, tuners, loudspeakers, microphones, headphones, system audio apparatus, compact disc (CD) players, CD-ROM drives, DVD players, DVD-ROM drives, DVD-R recorders, mini disc (MD) players, mini disc (MD) recorders, phonograph players, cartridges, video disc players, video tape players, video tape recorders, players, cassette tape recorders, cassette decks, integrated circuit players, integrated circuit memory recorders, CD-R recorders, CD-RW recorders, magneto-optical drives, hard disc players, hard disc recorders, television receiving sets, karaoke players, car audio apparatus; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.
ABITRON

2888274  30/07/2014

[International Registration No. : 1224757]

ABI HOLDING GMBH
Wiesnerstraße 20 A-4950 Altheim Austria

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Radio remote controls, namely radio remote control devices for industrial applications, in particular in construction, mobile hydraulics, and the mining or the chemical industry; radio remote control devices for remote control of machines, cranes and specialist vehicles; transmitters and receivers for radio remote control systems for industrial applications; wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of machines, cranes, specialist vehicles or other electronic devices; wire cable controls, namely wire cable control devices for industrial applications, in particular in construction, mobile hydraulics, and the mining or the chemical industry; wire cable control devices for remote control of machines, cranes and specialist vehicles.
BLAUPUNKT

Priority claimed from 27/03/2014; Application No.: 012732657 ;European Union
2900889 27/03/2014

[International Registration No.: 1228272]

GIP DEVELOPMENT
2–4, rue du Château d’Eau L-3364 Leudelange LU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi – 110001, India

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Smartphones, and accessories therefor, namely, battery chargers and power adaptors; wireless and radio facsimile transmitting and receiving sets; radio sets, television sets, sound recording and reproduction equipment as well as systems assembled therefrom, car radios, portable radios, image recording and reproduction equipment as well as systems assembled therefrom; videotext monitors and other video display terminals, video recorders; cellular or mobile phones featuring the capacity to perform instant messaging, to access and communicate with e-mail, to access and communicate with the Internet, to access and communicate data, and to function as a personal digital assistant (PDA); accessories for cellular or mobile phones in the nature of headsets, earpieces, cases; car cassette players, car radio tuners, car amplifiers, car boosters, car equalizers, car loudspeakers, car television sets, car video recorders, radio equipment for installation into landcraft, aircraft and watercraft, radio telephones; electronic navigational, tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments for car drivers; television sets, video equipment and camcorders; television picture tubes, dyed auxiliary disks for television sets, chip, code and control cards; storage media and software for information and control systems, particularly CD-ROM’s, all the aforementioned goods especially in the form of digital road maps or for geographical information systems, traffic telematics equipment, navigation equipment and mobile communication equipment, particularly car radios and mobile telephones; mobile teleservicing, telemonitoring and telescreening, transmitting and receiving, communication and manipulation equipment for telefax, audio, video, information and data transmission via any mobile and fixed communication networks; the combination of listed equipment with fixed network terminals and car radios; accessories for landcraft, aircraft and watercraft, viz. car mountings for portable radios, car antennas, navigation systems, in particular satellite-aided navigation systems; video monitors for automobile navigation systems; parts of all the aforesaid goods; telecommunications apparatus, handheld and mobile digital electronic devices for the sending and receiving of telephone calls, faxes, electronic mail, video, instant messaging, music, audiovisual and other multimedia works, and other digital data; MP3 and other digital format audio and video players; handheld computers, personal digital assistants, electronic organizers, electronic notepads; magnetic data carriers; computer gaming software, videophones, cameras; full line of electronic and mechanical parts and fittings for mobile phones and/or other portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio and video files; electronic docking stations; apparatus for connecting and charging portable and handheld digital electronic devices; stands specially designed for holding mobile phones and/or portable and handheld digital electronic devices; battery chargers; battery packs; electrical connectors, wires, cables, and adaptors; wired and wireless remote controls for mobile phones and/or other portable and handheld digital electronic devices; headphones and earphones; stereo headphones; in-ear headphones; audio speakers; stereo speakers; audio amplifiers and speaker base stations; audio speakers for home; personal stereo speaker apparatus; car audio apparatus; automobile stereo adapters; audio recorders; microphones; computer hardware and software; prerecorded computer programs for personal information management; database management software; electronic mail and messaging software; paging software; database synchronization software; computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; computer hardware and software for providing integrated global information networks; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; video viewers, namely video monitors for mobile phones and/or other portable and handheld digital electronic devices; electronic memory card readers; a full line of computer software for mobile phones and other portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio, image, and video files; computer application software for recording and organizing calendars and schedules, to-do lists, and contact information; computer game software; computer software for clock and alarm clock functionality; carrying cases, sacks, and bags, all for use with mobile phones and/or other portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio, image, and video files; mobile telephone covers; mobile telephone covers made of cloth or textile materials; computers, computer peripheral devices, computer terminals; computer hardware; monitors, displays, keyboards, cables, modems, printers, disk drives, adapters, adapter cards, connectors and drivers; blank computer storage media; computer software and firmware, namely, operating system programs, data synchronization programs, and application development tool programs for personal and handheld computers; database synchronization software, computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online databases, computer hardware and software for providing integrated telephone communication with computerized global information networks; handheld digital electronic devices and software related thereto; hand held computers, tablet computers, personal digital assistants, electronic organizers, electronic notepads; mobile digital electronic devices, global positioning system (GPS) devices, telephones; handheld and mobile digital electronic devices for the sending and receiving of telephone calls, faxes, electronic mail, and other digital data; computer software for the redirection of messages, Internet e-mail, and/or other data to one or more electronic handheld devices from a data store on or associated with a personal computer or a server; computer software for the synchronization of
data between a remote station or device and a fixed or remote station or device; fonts, typefaces, type designs and symbols in the form of recorded data; digital versatile discs; mouse pads; batteries; rechargeable batteries; chargers for electric accumulators; chargers for electric batteries; mobile telephone cases; mobile telephone cases made of leather or imitations of leather; bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain MP3 players, hand held computers, tablet computers, personal digital assistants, global positioning system (GPS) devices, electronic organizers and electronic notepads; compact disc players; electrical anti-theft alarm instruments [other than for vehicles]; hands free kits for phones.
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Smartphones, and accessories therefor, namely, battery chargers and power adaptors; wireless and radio facsimile transmitting and receiving sets; radio sets, television sets, sound recording and reproduction equipment as well as systems assembled therefrom; videotext monitors and other video display terminals, video recorders; cellular or mobile phones featuring the capacity to perform instant messaging, to access and communicate with e-mail, to access and communicate with the Internet, to access and communicate data, and to function as a personal digital assistant (PDA); accessories for cellular or mobile phones in the nature of headsets, earpieces, cases; car cassette players, car radio tuners, car amplifiers, car boosters, car equalizers, car loudspeakers, car television sets, car video recorders, car equipment for installation into landcraft, aircraft and watercraft, radio telephones; electronic navigational, tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments for car drivers; television sets, video equipment and camcorders; television picture tubes, dyed auxiliary disks for television sets, chip, code and control cards; storage media and software for information and control systems, particularly CD-ROM's; all the aforementioned goods especially in the form of digital road maps or for geographical information systems, traffic telematics equipment, navigation equipment and mobile communication equipment, particularly car radios and mobile telephones; mobile teleservicing, telemonitoring and telepresence, transmitting and receiving, communication and manipulation equipment for telefax, audio, video, information and data transmission via any mobile and fixed communication networks; the combination of listed equipment with fixed network terminals and car radios; accessories for landcraft, aircraft and watercraft, viz. car mountings for portable radios, car antennas, navigation systems, in particular satellite-aided navigation systems; video monitors for automobile navigation systems; parts of all the aforesaid goods; telecommunications apparatus, handheld and mobile digital electronic devices for the sending and receiving of telephone calls, faxes, electronic mail, video, instant messaging, music, audiovisual and other multimedia works, and other digital data; MP3 and other digital format audio and video players; handheld computers, personal digital assistants, electronic organizers, electronic notepads; magnetic data carriers; computer gaming software, videophones, cameras; full line of electronic and mechanical parts and fittings for mobile phones and/or other portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio and video files; electronic docking stations; apparatus for connecting and charging portable and handheld digital electronic devices; stands specially designed for holding mobile phones and/or portable and handheld digital electronic devices; battery chargers; battery packs; electrical connectors, wires, cables, and adaptors; wired and wireless remote controls for mobile phones and/or other portable and handheld digital electronic devices; headphones and earphones; stereo headphones; in-ear headphones; stereo speakers; audio speakers; stereo amplifier and speaker base stations; audio speakers for home; personal stereo speaker apparatus; car audio apparatus; automobile stereo adapters; audio recorders; microphones; computer hardware and software; prerecorded computer programs for personal information management; database management software; electronic mail and messaging software; paging software; database synchronization software; computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; computer hardware and software for providing integrated telephone communication with computerized global information networks; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; video viewers, namely video monitors for mobile phones and/or other portable and handheld digital electronic devices; electronic memory card readers; a full line of computer software for mobile phones and other portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio, image, and video files; mobile telephone covers; mobile telephone covers made of cloth or textile materials; computers, computer peripheral devices, computer terminals; computer hardware; monitors, displays, keyboards, cables, modems, printers, disk drives, adapters, adapter cards, connectors and drivers; blank computer storage media; computer software and firmware, namely, operating system programs, data synchronization programs, and application development tool programs for personal and handheld computers; database synchronization software, computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online databases, computer hardware and software for providing integrated telephone communication with computerized global information networks; handheld digital electronic devices and software related thereto; hand held computers, tablet computers, personal digital assistants, electronic organizers, electronic notepads; mobile digital electronic devices, global positioning system (GPS) devices, telephones; handheld and mobile digital electronic devices for the sending and receiving of telephone calls, faxes, electronic mail, and other digital data; computer
software for the redirection of messages, Internet e-mail, and/or other data to one or more electronic handheld devices from a data store on or associated with a personal computer or a server; computer software for the synchronization of data between a remote station or device and a fixed or remote station or device; fonts, typefaces, type designs and symbols in the form of recorded data; digital versatile discs; mouse pads; batteries; rechargeable batteries; chargers for electric accumulators; chargers for electric batteries; mobile telephone cases; mobile telephone cases made of leather or imitations of leather; bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain MP3 players, hand held computers, tablet computers, personal digital assistants, global positioning system (GPS) devices, electronic organizers and electronic notepads; compact disc players; electrical anti-theft alarm instruments [other than for vehicles]; hands free kits for phones.
ASAHI GLASS COMPANY, LIMITED
5-1, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8405 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Display glass for cellular phones, portable computers, handheld computers, computers, television receivers, digital cameras, video cameras and navigation apparatus for vehicles; display glass for other electronic machines and apparatus; glass for flat panel displays; cover glass for photovoltaic cells; electronic cover glass for solar heated pools; glass substrates for photovoltaic cells; glass substrates for hard disk drives; glass substrates for LED lightings; electronic conduction glass; optical glass.
ONEPLUS TECHNOLOGY (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD.
18C02, 18C03, 18C04, and 18C05, Shum Yip Terra Building, Binhe Avenue North, Futian District, Shenzhen Guangdong CN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used

Computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; laptop computers; computer game programs; phototelegraphy apparatus; weighing apparatus and instruments; electronic notice boards; telephone apparatus; portable telephones; satellite navigational apparatus; cabinets for loudspeakers; television apparatus; DVD players; portable media players; headphones; surveying apparatus and instruments; cameras (photography); optical apparatus and instruments; telephone wires; materials for electricity mains (wires, cables); integrated circuits; plugs, sockets and other contacts (electric connections); connections, electric; light conducting filaments (optical fibers); protection devices for personal use against accidents; theft prevention installations, electric; eyeglasses; galvanic cells; battery chargers.
ELBIT SYSTEMS LTD. 
Advanced Technology Center, P.O.B. 539 31053 Haifa Israel

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software and wearable hardware for enabling measurement of vital signs and diagnostic testing of users; computer software and hardware comprised of inertial sensors, physiological sensors and optical sensors for use in physiological measuring and monitoring, data collection and data fusion, review, comparison, interpretation, analysis, diagnosis, and storage of user’s health parameters and user position and orientation; computer hardware and software for monitoring a person’s body, organ, and tissue motion, vital signs, blood sugar, body fat, sleep patterns and similar health indicators; all specifically intended for aircraft pilots for use during civil and military aerial training and operational missions.
UNISONO

Priority claimed from 28/07/2014; Application No. : 665063 ;Switzerland
2935465  24/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1234753]
Huber+Suhner AG
Degersheimerstrasse 14 CH-9100 Herisau Switzerland
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17, SOUTH EXTENSION-II NEW DELHI-110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Connectors and adapters for the establishment of electrical and/or fiber-optic connections, optical/electrical hybrid connectors, connectors with integrated opto-electronic converters, as well as cable assemblies with these connectors, cable systems with these connectors and associated elements, namely junction boxes, distribution systems and fastening elements; all aforementioned goods none being capacitor systems that extend the life of batteries, sensors for temperature, speed and pressure, signal and control harnesses for turbine engines, permanent magnet generators, electrical power system regulators and controllers (except connectors for the electrical power supply of regulators and controllers), tubes and ducts for turbine engines, flexible joints for turbine engines, heat exchangers, high energy pulse power supplies, ignition exciters, igniters and leads, pressure switches, limit switches and bellows.
STARVIS

Priority claimed from 03/06/2014; Application No. : 2014-044914 ;Japan
2947619    18/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1236009]
Sony Corporation
1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
LLL HOUSE, PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001 - HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Digital still cameras; digital video cameras; surveillance cameras; network cameras; portable telephones; smartphones; image sensors; personal computers; personal digital assistant with a touch panel.
Priority claimed from 13/08/2014; Application No. : T1412778I ; Singapore
2958456  25/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1237030]

TGI TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD
62 Marine Parade Road 09-05 Cote D’Azur Singapore 449298 Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRANDS & BONDS
B3, 4TH FLOOR, KOPARAMBIL HEIGHTS, MANAKAPADI, SEA-PORT AIRPORT ROAD, IRUMPANAM, ERNAKULAM, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound; apparatus for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; optical apparatus; speakers being incorporated in illumination apparatus; speakers; digital recording media.
Priority claimed from 27/05/2014; Application No. : 86292539 ;United States of America
2992988    03/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1241823]
PLAYDOTS, INC.
416 West 13th Street, Suite 203 New York NY 10014 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpuak, Chennai - 600 010. Tamil Nadu. India.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer game software, computer game software for use on mobile devices.
2999363 17/11/2014

[International Registration No. : 1242930]

OTTER PRODUCTS, LLC
209 S. Meldrum St Fort Collins CO 80521 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Protective covers and cases for handheld electronic devices, namely, cell phones, portable media players, tablets, personal digital assistants, e-book readers, and computers.
WATCHKIT

Priority claimed from 29/08/2014; Application No. : 065339 ;Jamaica 3086598 25/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255480]
APPLE INC.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 US
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software used in developing other software applications; application development software.
Palm Fusion ID

Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No. : 714392 ; Switzerland
3903708  12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1414394]

Smart Secure ID AG
Dammstrasse 19 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Biometric identification systems; biometric readers and measuring apparatus; software for biometric systems for the identification and authentication of people.
Nexo Inc.
17A, Jinsong Bldg., Tairan Industry And Trading Area, Futian Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Electronic machines for detecting counterfeit cheque; electronic code calculators for payment; point of sale terminals;
handheld terminal; counters; quantity indicators; money counting and sorting machines; electronic cash registers; cash
receipt machine; cheque memorizing machine.
Priority claimed from 06/02/2018; Application No. : 1904995; Australia
3908238    16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416181]
Skins International Trading AG
Sennweidstrasse 43 CH-6312 Steinhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Eyewear; prescription eyewear; sunglasses; sunglasses being optical apparatus; straps for sunglasses; optical lenses for use with sunglasses; frames for sunglasses; devices for supporting sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; cases adapted for glasses; chains for glasses; cyclists' glasses; field glasses; fitted cases for sun glasses; frames for glasses; glasses adapted to protect the eyes; glasses cases; glasses for optical use; glasses frames; high power laser glasses; industrial safety glasses; inspection glasses (other than for medical or dental use); lenses for glasses; optical glasses; reading glasses; safety glasses (optical); sight glasses (optical); ski glasses; skiing glasses; spectacles (glasses); sports glasses (binoculars); sports glasses (eye wear); sport glasses (eye glasses); sport glasses (protective spectacles).
Priority claimed from 13/11/2017; Application No. : 87683044 ;United States of America
3908286       11/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415711]
TaskHuman Inc.
13701 Quito Road Saratoga CA 95070 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application to connect users with experts in certain fields for the purpose of facilitating real-time and easy communication between them and for providing efficient and targeted guidance for users’ inquiries.
Priority claimed from 21/12/2017; Application No. : 714950 ; Switzerland
3908304   30/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415823]
ABB Power Protection SA
Via Luserte Sud 9 CH-6572 Quartino Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, namely distribution systems for electric current (Uninterruptible Power Supply installations).
BrexLink

3908310  22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415563]
Iconic Corporation
61-43 186th St. Flushing NY 11365 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cellphone cases; battery charging case, namely, a carrying case, featuring a power supply specially adapted for use with cell phones; wireless electronic charging docking station.
3908348  22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416261]
Shenzhen Bifang Chuangzhan Technology Co., Ltd.
No.1398 Guanguang Road, Guanlan Avenue, Longhua New District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer peripheral devices; couplers [data processing equipment]; smartphones; headphones; cell switches [electricity]; chargers for electric batteries; accumulators, electric; batteries, electric; protective films adapted for computer screens; cases for smartphones.
MTS SAFEGUARD

3908363    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416233]
MTS Systems Corporation
14000 Technology Drive Eden Prairie MN 5534-4229 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Digital control systems for hydraulic, pneumatic and electric based material and component testing machines, namely, digital controllers, sensor interface appliances, user interface appliances.
Nomadic

3908374  06/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1366811]

UnchartedVR, Inc.
101 Glacier Point, Suite E San Rafael CA 94901 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Virtual reality software for playing computer games.
INTELLIZIP

3908377  30/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415621]
Sensormatic Electronics, L.L.C
4700 Exchange Court, Suite 300 Boca Raton FL 33431 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Security cameras; software for video compression used in security cameras.
Priority claimed from 30/05/2017; Application No. : 294922 ;Israel
3908394 06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1415648]
ROBO-TEAM HOME LTD.
14 Haahim Mislavuta St. 6701025 Tel Aviv Israel

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Robots with artificial intelligence, namely, robots for assisting humans with household chores and tasks; robots with artificial intelligence, namely, telepresence robots for use in business environment and private and public settings; robots with artificial intelligence, namely, robots with autonomous capabilities of navigating, path planning, obstacle avoidance and tracking for indoor and outdoor environments; robots with artificial intelligence, namely, robots for capturing, monitoring, controlling and transmitting a person's orientation, motion, temperature, heart function and muscle activity; robots with artificial intelligence, namely, robots capable of recognizing human speech and human gesture, and act according to the person's request.
Fine Surface Technology

3908435   20/03/2018

[International Registration No. : 1416321]

FANUC CORPORATION
3580, Shibokusa Aza-komanba, Oshino-mura, Minamitsuru-gun Yamanashi 401-0597 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Numerical controllers; computerized numerical controllers; computer software; computer software for CNC, electronic
controllers for servo motor and electronic controllers for servo amplifier which optimize tool path and machine operation
for high quality of work pieces; measuring or testing machines and instruments; telecommunication machines and
apparatus.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1863, 20/08/2018 Class 9

International Registration No.: 1416353
Qingdao Jiuhua Culture Media Co., Ltd
603 Room, No. 111 Yanan San Road, Shinan Area, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Computer software (recorded); computer memories; cards (encoded), magnetic; readers (data processing equipment); time recording devices in the nature of time clocks; electronic measuring devices; computer peripheral devices; encoders (magnetic-); identity cards, magnetic; data processing equipment.
JSOL Corporation
Harumi Center Bldg., 2-5-24, Harumi, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0053 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software program for supporting tool designs and process designs for forming; computer software program.
PRO Endurance

Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No. : 017475741 ;European Union
3910713  14/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415478]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Secure Digital (SD) memory cards; flash memory; computer memory devices; semi-conductor memory units; semi-conductors; apparatus for data storage; memory storage devices; flash memory cards; memory cards.
SPUD

3910860  10/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415349]
Arovia, Inc.
PO Box 88405 Houston TX 77288 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Computer monitors; computer screens; flat panel display screens; flexible flat panel displays for computers; video monitors.
PHAT FX

Priority claimed from 09/11/2017; Application No. : 73706 ;Jamaica 3910923 08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415691]
APPLE INC.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for creating and recording music.
ElectroAir OÜ
Kapteni tee 1, Soodevahe küla, Rae vald EE-75322 Harju maakond Estonia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Current transformers; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus, rectifiers, electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; inverters [electricity]; transformers [electricity].
Qoo10

Priority claimed from 19/11/2015; Application No. : 4020150085347 ;Republic of Korea

3913983    27/03/2018

[International Registration No. : 1282324B]

Qoo10 Pte. Ltd.
150 Beach Road, 18-01 Gateway West Singapore 189720 Singapore

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

USB flash drives; downloadable ring tones; computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable multimedia file; intelligence application program for downloadable wireless terminal; downloadable smart phone application (software); downloadable music files; downloadable image files; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable electronic gift certificates; downloadable electronic documents; computer programs (downloadable software); downloadable coupon; downloadable ticket; computer application software for digital or electronic tablets; application software for smart phone; computer application software for mobile phones; computer game software; computer software; cell phone straps.
Priority claimed from 06/11/2013; Application No. : 987448 ;New Zealand
2873613  04/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1220361]
FISHER & PAYKEL HEALTHCARE LIMITED
15 Maurice Paykel Place East Tamaki AUCKLAND 2013 New Zealand
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Medical equipment for the purpose of delivering oxygen and/or humidification therapy; respiratory apparatus and instruments; humidification apparatus; ventilation and non-invasive ventilation apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments for bi-level therapy; medical apparatus and equipment for the treatment of respiratory diseases and conditions; breathing tubes used in the delivery of air and gases to and away from patients; tracheostomy tubes, connectors and fittings; facial masks, oral masks, nasal masks, nasal cannula, mouthpieces, headgear, all being for medical purposes; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.
Priority claimed from 06/11/2013; Application No. : 987446 ;New Zealand

2873712  04/04/2014

[International Registration No. : 1220533]

FISHER & PAYKEL HEALTHCARE LIMITED
15 Maurice Paykel Place East Tamaki AUCKLAND 2013 New Zealand

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Medical equipment for the purpose of delivering oxygen and/or humidification therapy; respiratory apparatus and instruments; humidification apparatus; ventilation and non-invasive ventilation apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments for bi-level therapy; medical apparatus and equipment for the treatment of respiratory diseases and conditions; breathing tubes used in the delivery of air and gases to and away from patients; tracheostomy tubes, connectors and fittings; facial masks, oral masks, nasal masks, nasal cannula, mouthpieces, headgear, all being for medical purposes; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.
Priority claimed from 06/11/2013; Application No. : 987449 ;New Zealand
2876286  04/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1220508]
FISHER & PAYKEL HEALTHCARE LIMITED
15 Maurice Paykel Place East Tamaki AUCKLAND 2013 New Zealand
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical equipment for the purpose of delivering oxygen and/or humidification therapy; respiratory apparatus and instruments; humidification apparatus; ventilation and non-invasive ventilation apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments for bi-level therapy; medical apparatus and equipment for the treatment of respiratory diseases and conditions; breathing tubes used in the delivery of air and gases to and away from patients; tracheostomy tubes, connectors and fittings; facial masks, oral masks, nasal masks, nasal cannula, mouthpieces, headgear, all being for medical purposes; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.
Priority claimed from 06/11/2013; Application No. : 987447 ;New Zealand
2876433  04/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221762]
FISHER & PAYKEL HEALTHCARE LIMITED
15 Maurice Paykel Place East Tamaki AUCKLAND 2013 New Zealand
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical equipment for the purpose of delivering oxygen and/or humidification therapy; respiratory apparatus and instruments; humidification apparatus; ventilation and non-invasive ventilation apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments for bi-level therapy; medical apparatus and equipment for the treatment of respiratory diseases and conditions; breathing tubes used in the delivery of air and gases to and away from patients; tracheostomy tubes, connectors and fittings; facial masks, oral masks, nasal masks, nasal cannula, mouthpieces, headgear, all being for medical purposes; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.
Priority claimed from 22/05/2014; Application No. : 2014-040731 ;Japan

3019847  12/11/2014

[International Registration No. : 1244986]

OPTI CO., LTD.
1757-1, Kurosecho Munehikayanakuni, Higashihiroshima-shi Hiroshima 739-2504 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Esthetic massage apparatus for industrial purposes; medical apparatus and instruments [not for walking aids, crutches]; walking aids [for medical purposes]; crutches; electric massage apparatus for household purposes.
SCS MICROINJECTOR

Priority claimed from 27/04/2018; Application No. : 87897002 ;United States of America 3894885 15/05/2018

[International Registration No. : 1412669]

Clearside Biomedical, Inc.
900 North Point Parkway, Suite 200 Alpharetta GA 30005 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Medical devices, namely, a needle-based injection system for delivery of pharmaceuticals and injection needles; ophthalmic medical devices, namely, a needle-based injection system for delivery of pharmaceuticals to eye tissue and injection needles; drug delivery systems.
Priority claimed from 16/02/2018; Application No. : 302018000006388 ;Italy
3908440   26/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416334]
HUMAN BRAIN WAVE S.R.L
Corso Galileo Ferraris 63 I-10128 TORINO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus for tissue regeneration.
凤起童颜
FENGQITONGYAN

3909393  22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416289]
The Yellow River into the sea travel Co., Ltd.
Room 319, Building B, No.69 Fuqian Street, Dongying District, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments; galvanic therapeutic appliances; massage apparatus; nursing appliances; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; physiotherapy apparatus.
Priority claimed from 07/03/2018; Application No. : 716934 ;Switzerland
3910679   30/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415484]
HAAG-STREIT Holding AG
Gartenstadtstrasse 10 CH-3098 Köniz Switzerland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ophthalmological measuring apparatus; parts and accessories of such apparatus included in this class.
ATID

Priority claimed from 07/11/2017; Application No. : 299787 ;Israel
3910744  26/04/2018

[International Registration No. : 1415326]

ALPHA-BIO TEC. Ltd.
7 Hatnufa St., Kiryat Aryeh 49510 Petach Tikva Israel

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Artificial limbs, dental implants; prosthetic components, namely abutments, secondary parts, tertiary parts; dental prostheses and their parts; endoprostheses for human, dental and veterinary purposes; surgical instruments for dental use.
VERSANA ACTIVE

Priority claimed from 25/06/2018; Application No. : 88013731 ;United States of America
3910768  28/06/2018

[International Registration No. : 1415303]

General Electric Company
1 River Road Schenectady NY 12345 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Medical ultrasound apparatus.
Priority claimed from 15/04/2014; Application No. : 1287964 ;Benelux
2889170  24/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224985]
FIB BELGIUM SA
Avenue Landas 4 B-1480 TUBIZE (Zoning de Saintes)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial furnaces and furnaces for industrial use, smelting furnaces, heating furnaces for industrial use, burners, gas burners for industrial use.
3908202    24/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415555]
Taizhou Hengyuan Electrical Appliances Co., Ltd.
DongNan Industrial Zone SongMen Town, WenLing City Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.11; Lamps; lighting apparatus and installations; automobile lights; cookers; refrigerating apparatus and machines; air purifying apparatus and machines; heating apparatus, electric; solar energy collector; water purifying apparatus and machines; taps [faucets].
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Faucets for pipes; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; water-pipes for sanitary installations; water conduits installations; regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; three-way valve for water-heating installations; four-way valve for water-heating installations; pipe joint for water heating installations; pipe hoop for water heating installations; drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings].
Priority claimed from 15/03/2018; Application No. : 302018000010227 ;Italy
3908321  21/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415727]
AERMEC S.P.A.
Via Roma, 996 BEVILACQUA (Verona) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ventilation apparatus; refrigerating apparatus; air conditioning systems and apparatus; ventilated convectors; fan coils;
thermo-convectors; fans; heat pumps; air cooled chillers and water cooled chillers; dehumidifier; parts, components and
fittings all for the aforesaid goods.
Priority claimed from 06/10/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 110 112 ;Germany
3909439  05/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416308]
Eberspächer Sütrak GmbH & Co. KG
Heinkelstraße 5 71272 Renningen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air conditioning installations; air conditioning apparatus; air conditioning installations for vehicles, in particular roof-mounted air conditioning installations for buses; evaporators, in particular for air conditioning installations; heat exchangers, in particular for air conditioning installations; heat pumps, in particular for air conditioning installations; air filters, in particular for air conditioning installations; ventilating fans, in particular for air conditioning installations; refrigerant condensers as parts of air conditioning installations; heating apparatus; heating installations; cooling apparatus; cooling installations; aeration apparatus; aeration installations; ventilating apparatus; ventilating installations; air purification apparatus; air purification installations; dehumidifiers parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.
3909469  16/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416158]
GuangSheng Fan
No. 36, Jiaodong Street, Xiaxi Square, Yingdu Town, Nanan City, Quanzhou City 362305 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lamps; water heaters; extractor hoods for kitchens; heating apparatus; waterfaucets; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; toilets [water-closets]; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; sinks.
VETRO

3041962   02/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1248730]
HONDA MOTOR CO., LTD.
1-1, Minami-Aoyama 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-8556 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motorcycles and automobiles
PACIFIC COAST

3054789  27/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1249299]
HONDA MOTOR CO., LTD.
1-1, Minami-Aoyama 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-8556 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motorcycles and their parts and fittings; automobiles and their parts and fittings.
3054793  27/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1249300]
HONDA MOTOR CO., LTD.
1-1, Minami-Aoyama 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-8556 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motorcycles and their parts and fittings; automobiles and their parts and fittings.
RANSOM

Priority claimed from 07/07/2017; Application No. : 710956 ; Switzerland
3806655  27/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1395627]

SCOTT SPORTS SA
Route du Crochet 17 CH-1762 Givisiez Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Bicycles, bicycle frames and components, particularly shock absorbers, handlebar grips, saddles and handlebars.
ELECTRIC ART
Priority claimed from 16/06/2014; Application No. : 302014050174.0/12 ;Germany
3908212    13/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1239818]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstrasse 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as contained in class 12).
Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Casings for pneumatic tires [tyres]; tires for vehicle wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires [tyres]; solid tires for vehicle wheels; automobile tires [tyres]; treads for retreading tires [tyres]; vehicle wheels; hubs for vehicle wheels; non-skid devices for vehicle tires [tyres]; rims for vehicle wheels.
A 35

Priority claimed from 06/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 002 857 ;Germany
3910758  14/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415652]
DAIMLER AG
Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Motor vehicles and parts thereof (as far as included in class 12).
Kennsen

Priority claimed from 06/12/2017; Application No.: 716194; Switzerland
3908237  15/05/2018
[International Registration No.: 1415758]

David LEA
Chemin la Pierre-Grise 35 CH-2502 Biel/Bienne Switzerland
Myriam LEA
Chemin de la Pierre-Grise 35 CH-2502 Biel/Bienne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry, precious and semi-precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments.
Priority claimed from 05/09/2017; Application No. : 710437 ; Switzerland
3908323  16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415442]

RIPOPS SA
2 place de la Gare CH-1110 Morges Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.14: Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry, precious and semi-precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments.
ELEGANT FRIDAY

Priority claimed from 08/12/2017; Application No. : 714789 ; Switzerland
3908695    25/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415434]
Compagnie des Montres Longines, Francillon S.A. (Longines Watch Co., Francillon Ltd.)
CH-2610 Saint-Imier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith included in this class, namely figurines, trophies; jewelry, namely rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie pins, tie clips, jewelry caskets (cases), cases; precious stones, semi-precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments, namely chronometers, chronographs, clocks, watches, bracelets, wall clocks, alarm clocks as well as parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods, namely hands, anchors, pendulums, barrels, watch cases, watch bracelets, watch dials, clockworks, watch chains, movements for timepieces, watch springs, watch glasses, presentation cases for timepieces, cases for timepieces.
CODE 11.59 BY AUDEMARS PIGUET

Priority claimed from 07/12/2017; Application No. : 711343 ; Switzerland
3908808  27/04/2018

[International Registration No. : 1415483]

Audemars Piguet Holding SA
Route de France 16 CH-1348 Le Brassus Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Jewelry, timepieces and chronometric instruments, precious metals and their alloys, jewelry, jewelry products, precious stones.
NAVIGATOR

3910890  11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415964]
Tissot S.A.
17, chemin des Tourelles CH-2400 Le Locle Switzerland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Waterproof watches and parts thereof.
Priority claimed from 23/11/2017; Application No.: 1024714; Benelux 3908354 05/04/2018
[International Registration No.: 1416269]

IPORT B.V.
Sophialaan 46 NL-7311 PD Apeldoorn Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Paper and cardboard; stationery and office supplies, except furniture; material for artists and drawing material; calligraphy pens, pencils, felt pens, highlighting markers, wax crayons, compasses, rubber erasers, pencil sharpeners, crayons; brush pens; teaching materials (except apparatus).
3911792  14/12/2017

[International Registration No. : 1415572]
Qingdao Zhengzhuang Industrial Co., Ltd
zhengzhuang, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gum, raw or semi-worked; water-tight rings; plastic pipe (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); flexible hoses, not of metal; asbestos sheets; insulating materials; insulating paint; waterproof packings; seal line (cigarette); synthetic resins [semi-finished products].
PERWANGER

3910791 22/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415422]
PERWANGER Srl
Via Clauser, 2 I-39040 ORA (BZ) Italy
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leather for shoes; leather, unworked or semi-worked.
**Vida Bonita**

3911789  17/04/2018

[International Registration No. : 1415288]

Fujian Bonita Network Technology Co., Ltd.
10 Floor, No. 516, Beiqing Road, Beifeng Street, Fengze District, Quanzhou city Fujian Province China

**Proposed to be Used**

IR DIVISION

Schoolbag; suitcase; briefcase; sport bag; handbag; imitation leather; baby sling; baby backpack; backpack; umbrella.
I. ACTIVE BIODYNAMIC

Priority claimed from 24/02/2014; Application No.: MI2014C001732; Italy

2873547  09/05/2014

[International Registration No.: 1220254]

ITALCEMENTI S.P.A.
Via G. Camozzi, 124 I-24121 BERGAMO Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

2674831

IR DIVISION

Concrete, cement, hydraulic cement; mortar, natural or industrial hydraulic binders; lime; artificial stones.
Priority claimed from 02/08/2017; Application No.: 302017000089276; Italy

3880076 02/02/2018

[International Registration No.: 1409670]

ITALGRANITI GROUP S.p.A.
Via Radici in Piano, 355, Frazione Casinalbo I-41043 Formigine (MO) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Sandstone for building; potters’ clay [raw material]; granite; terra cotta; stone; artificial stone; building stone; slabs, not of metal, for building; marble; building materials, not of metal; ceramic tiles; tiles, not of metal, for building; wall tiles, not of metal; tile floorings, not of metal; wainscotting, not of metal; floors, not of metal; monuments, not of metal; roofing, not of metal; buildings, not of metal; building panels, not of metal; mosaics for building.
2914086  11/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230179]
SISTEMA PLASTICS LIMITED
80 Hugo Johnston Drive, Penrose Auckland 1061 NZ
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Containers; containers for household or kitchen use; containers of plastic; lunch boxes.
Priority claimed from 27/04/2018; Application No. : 87897889 ;United States of America
3908322  08/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415913]
Kendra Scott, LLC
3800 North Lamar Boulevard, Suite 400 Austin TX 78756 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Trays for domestic purposes; vases; napkin rings; dinnerware; beverageware; decorative plates; display trays for household purposes; display trays for domestic purposes; candle snuffers; candlesticks; ice buckets; bottle stoppers specially adapted for use with wine bottles; glass stoppers for bottles; coasters, not of paper or textile; cocktail picks; serving dishes; cake stands; serving trays; serving tongs; serving forks; serving spoons; serving dishes; serving ladles; serving scoops; ice tongs; non-electric candelabra; plates; dishes; cosmetic brushes.
Qingdao Jinmake Cotton Research & Development Investment Co., Ltd
Langyatai provincial tourism resort management committee building, Huangdao District, Qingdao City 266400 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cotton thread and yarn; spun cotton; sewing thread and yarn; spun thread and yarn; darning thread and yarn; thread; woollen thread and yarn.
SPANX

2986572   19/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1241648]
SPANX, INC.
3344 Peachtree Road, Suite 1700 ATLANTA GA 30326 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, namely, hosiery, tights, socks, body shapers, bodysuits, camisoles, bras, panties, slips, shirts, pants, dresses, and skirts.
3908232 03/05/2018

[International Registration No. : 1416166]

XIE PINGPING
Room 705, Qianshuiwan Taoyuan, No. 1699 Xiadian Road, Gongchen Street, Licheng District, Putian City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Clothing; layettes [clothing]; clothing for gymnastics; shoes; hats; hosiery; neckties; scarfs; leather belts [clothing]; gloves [clothing].
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear.
Priority claimed from 12/12/2017; Application No. : 4412168 ;France
3908713   29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415897]

HERMES INTERNATIONAL
24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Clothing for men, women and children, boots, shoes, slippers, fashion clothing accessories for men, women and children, namely hats, caps, bonnets, gloves (clothing), bow ties, neckties, belts (clothing), scarves, pocket squares (clothing), sashes for wear, shawls, stoles (clothing), stockings, socks, tights, suspenders.
BOHO SPIRIT

Priority claimed from 10/01/2018; Application No. : VA 2018 00064 ;Denmark
3908841  03/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415915]
The Headwear Company A/S
Industrivej 25 DK-7430 Ikast Denmark
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Headwear for women suffering from hair loss.
SAYDO

3910939  25/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415982]
MOVEON - COMPONENTES E CALÇADO, S.A.
Rua do Alto da Torre 100 P-3885-436 Esmoriz Portugal
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; footwear; headgear.
TELLO

Priority claimed from 08/11/2017; Application No.: 017442922; European Union 3908388 03/05/2018
[International Registration No.: 1415858]

Shenzhen RYZE Tech Co., Ltd.
10th Floor, West Wing, Skyworth Semiconductor, Design Building, No. 18 Gaoxin South 4th Ave Nanshan District, Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl. 28; Drones [toys]; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Toy air vehicles; Controllers for toys; model aircraft; Gyroscopes and flight stabilizers for model aircraft; Hand held video games; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; bags and protective cases adapted for drones [toys].
SHUHUA CO., LTD.
Shichun Industrial Zone, Chidian Town, Jinjiang City 362200 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for games; toys; chess games and board games; balls for games; body-building apparatus; archery implements; machines for physical exercises; swimming pools (play articles); protective paddings (parts of sports suits); ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; fishing tackle; sweat absorbing grips for bats or rackets.
3910752  09/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1415732]
Vitals LLC
401 East 60th Street Unit 27A New York NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Physical fitness equipment, namely, weight bar with detachable weights; physical fitness equipment, namely, exercise bands in the nature of foot straps; exercise kits comprised of exercise equipment, namely, exercise bars, exercise bands in the nature of a foot strap.
LXN SMART STRING

Priority claimed from 30/05/2018; Application No. : 1375903 ;Benelux
3910756  22/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415529]
LUXILON INDUSTRIES, naamloze vennootschap
Vosveld 11 B-2110 Wijnegem

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Sporting articles not included in other classes, including articles for tennis, soccer, basketball, racketball, golf, squash, badminton, paddle ball; rackets, racket covers and racket bags; nets for sports, balls, shuttlecocks; bags for tennis, golf, squash, badminton not included in other classes; synthetic strings for use with rackets; natural strings for use with rackets; strings for rackets for tennis, badminton, squash and racketball; grips for rackets; ball machines (sporting articles); practice walls (sporting articles) for tennis, squash and racketball.
Priority claimed from 16/08/2017; Application No. : 73099 ;Jamaica
3910764    16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416183]

Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Video game consoles; controllers for game consoles; video output game machines for use with televisions; apparatus for electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor.
MONA LISA

Priority claimed from 21/07/2014; Application No. : 662722 ;Switzerland
3046169   21/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1248239]
BARRY CALLEBAUT AG
Westpark, Pfingstweidstrasse 60 CH-8005 Zürich Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nut-based fillings; processed nuts, nut paste; decorations for food based on nuts.
3908302   15/05/2018

[International Registration No. : 1415729]

Capilano Honey Limited
399 Archerfield Rd Richlands QLD 4077 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Honey, honey products, treacle, golden syrup, flavourings, toppings, syrups, glucose for food.
GRAMERCY NEWYORK CHEESE CAKE

Plaisir Co., Ltd.
7-112, Nishinomori, Kanie, Amagun Aichi 497-8511 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cheesecakes.
Priority claimed from 14/02/2018; Application No. : 302018000006012 ;Italy
3908419  23/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416314]
PASTIFICIO ANTONIO PALLANTE S.r.l.
Strada Statale, 87 - Km. 22,200 I-81020 CAPODRISE (CE) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30; Pasta; tomato sauce.
3908443 27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416337]
Global Commodities, Inc.
60 Commerce Place Hicksville NY 11801 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rice.
Plaisir Co., Ltd.
7-112, Nishinomori, Kanie, Amagun Aichi 497-8511 Japan

Plaisir Co., Ltd.
7-112, Nishinomori, Kanie, Amagun Aichi 497-8511 Japan

Plaisir Co., Ltd.
7-112, Nishinomori, Kanie, Amagun Aichi 497-8511 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Biscuits; cakes; candy; caramels [candy]; chocolate; confectionery; cookies; crackers; edible ices; frozen yoghurt [confectionery ices]; fruit jellies [confectionery]; ice cream; pastries; pies; popcorn; puddings; senbei [rice crackers]; sorbets [ices]; tarts; waffles.
Priority claimed from 24/07/2017; Application No. : 302017000084090 ;Italy
3909446  08/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1416098]
AGUGIARO & FIGNA MOLINI S.p.A.
Strada dei Notari, 25/27 I-43044 COLLECCHIO (PR) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30; Sea water for cooking; gluten additives for culinary purposes; pasta; starch for food; flour-based food; aromatic preparations for food; flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; food flavorings, other than essential oils; high-protein cereal bars; cookies; flour; cereal preparations; waffles; corn flakes; crackers; cake powder; hominy; pies; wheat germ for human consumption; gluten prepared as foodstuff; wheat flour; flour mill food; corn flour; baking powder; mail flour (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); malt for human consumption; muesli; barley meal; bread; pastries; pizzas; oatmeal; cereal-based snack food; soya flour; tarts.
Plaisir Co., Ltd.
7-112, Nishinomori, Kanie, Amagun Aichi 497-8511 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Biscuits; cakes; candy; caramels [candy]; chocolate; confectionery; cookies; crackers; edible ices; frozen yoghurt [confectionery ices]; fruit jellies [confectionery]; ice cream; pastries; pies; popcorn; puddings; senbei [rice crackers]; sorbets [ices]; tarts; waffles.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1863, 20/08/2018 Class 30

3910867  19/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415815]
MYRA GAYRIMENKUL INSAAT SANAYI VE TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI
Akçaburgaz Mah.1575 Sok.5 Ca Blok 5 Ca 1 Esenyurt Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee, cocoa; coffee or cocoa based beverages, chocolate based beverages; pasta, stuffed dumplings; pastries and bakery products based on flour; desserts based on flour and chocolate; bread, simit [Turkish ring-shaped bagel covered with sesame seeds], pogaça [Turkish bagel], pita, sandwiches, katmer [Turkish pastry], pies, cakes, baklava [Turkish dessert based on dough coated with syrup], kadayif [Turkish dessert based on dough]; desserts based on dough coated with syrup; puddings, custard, kazandibi [Turkish pudding], rice pudding, keskül [Turkish pudding], noodles; honey, bee glue for human consumption, propolis for food purposes; condiments for foodstuff, vanilla (flavoring), spices, sauces (condiments), tomato sauce; yeast, baking powder; flour, semolina, starch for food; sugar, cube sugar, powdered sugar; tea, ice tea; confectionery, chocolate, biscuits, crackers, wafers; chewing gums; ice-cream, edible ices; salt; cereal-based snack food, popcorn, crushed oats, corn chips, breakfast cereals, processed wheat for human consumption, crushed barley for human consumption, processed oats for human consumption, processed rye for human consumption, rice; molasses for food.
animonda SUPREME SELECTION

Priority claimed from 12/06/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 106 512 ;Germany
3908368   20/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416228]
animonda petcare gmbh
Frankfurter Straße 31 49214 Bad Rothenfelde Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Foodstuffs and fodder for animals; pet food; dog food; cat food; milk-based foodstuffs for animals; biscuits for animals; edible bones and sticks for pets; edible chews for animals; beverages for animals; beverages for pets; beverages for dogs; beverages for cats; bedding and litter for animals.
3138667  26/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261148]
VINUS SARL
24, rue Saint-Mathieu L-2138 Luxembourg
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fruit drinks, fruit juices and other non-alcoholic beverages.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matter device grape appearing on the label.
Priority claimed from 08/03/2018; Application No. : 40201804346Y ;Singapore
3908345   23/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416190]
Erdini Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
14 Aliwal Street, 02-01 Singapore 199907 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages containing fruit; alcoholic beverages, except beer; bitters; alcoholic extracts; fruit extracts, alcoholic; liqueurs; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; spirits [beverages]; distilled beverages; distilled beverage made from the agave plant.
STRATHCLYDE

3908347  25/06/2018

[International Registration No. : 1415836]

ALLIED DOMECQ SPIRITS & WINE LIMITED
Chivas House, 72 Chancellors Road London W6 9RS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
ZARDETTO

Priority claimed from 27/10/2017; Application No. : 302017000122550 ;Italy
3908353   18/04/2018

[International Registration No. : 1416255]

Latentia Winery S.p.A.
Strada Statale, 7 Appia Km 605, località San Filippo I-74014 Laterza (TA) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Spirits [beverages]; alcoholic beverages (except beer); wines; sparkling wines; sparkling white wines; rosé wines; wines with protected designation of origin; table wines; still wines; sweet wines; wines for aperitifs; white wines; red wines; fruit extracts, alcoholic; alcoholic extracts; alcoholic essences; digestives (liqueurs and spirits); cocktails; spirits and liquors; bitters; aperitifs; wine-based aperitifs; liquor-based aperitifs; alcoholic aperitif bitters; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; wine-based drinks; alcoholic fruit cocktail drinks; prepared alcoholic cocktails; grappa.
Priority claimed from 01/12/2017; Application No.: 4409550; France
3908378 18/05/2018
[International Registration No.: 1416223]
E. REMY MARTIN & C°
20 rue de la Société Vinicole F-16100 COGNAC France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Brandy of French origin or made in France.
Priority claimed from 28/11/2017; Application No. : 4408470 ;France
3908790    24/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415493]
MARTELL & Co
Place Edouard Martell F-16100 COGNAC France

**Proposed to be Used**

**IR DIVISION**

Alcoholic beverages, except beers.
TORMORE

3910646  25/06/2018

[International Registration No. : 1415780]

Allied Domecq Spirits & Wine Limited
Chivas House, 72 Chancellors Road London W6 9RS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 017627985 ;European Union 3910699   01/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415480]
The Absolut Company Aktiebolag
SE-117 97 Stockholm Sweden
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 017627977 ;European Union 3910761 01/06/2018

[International Registration No. : 1415445]
The Absolut Company Aktiebolag
SE-117 97 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
The Absolut Company Aktiebolag
SE-117 97 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
MAGIC ZERO

Priority claimed from 02/09/2014; Application No. : 86382498 ;United States of America
2909111 08/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1228514]
22ND CENTURY LIMITED LLC
9530 Main Street Clarence NY 14031 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigarettes; tobacco; roll-your-own tobacco; make-your-own tobacco; cigars; cigarette and cigar rolling papers and tubes.
Priority claimed from 27/02/2014; Application No.: BA2014C000180; Italy
2879808  28/04/2014

[International Registration No.: 1222647]

U-FIRST S.R.L.
Via Giovanni Amendola, 46 I-00185 ROMA (RM) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others by distributing coupons; administration of a customer loyalty program which provides discounts or incentives; promotional services, namely promoting the goods and services of others by providing a website featuring coupons, rebates, price-comparison information, product reviews, links to the retail websites of others, and discount information; incentive award programs to promote the sale of products and services of others.
Priority claimed from 19/02/2014; Application No. : MI2014C001544 ;Italy
2890926  07/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224986]

KIKO S.P.A.
Via Giorgio e Guido Paglia, 1/D, I-24122 BERGAMO (BG) (Italy)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Services related to sales organization, on behalf of third parties, that are provided by all means, including Internet, in connection to the following products: soaps, perfumes, ethereal oils, cosmetics, products for the care and conditioning of hair, cosmetic creams, lotions, gels and balms for cosmetic use, deodorants for personal use, bath salts, scissors, nail files, pliers, manicure and pedicure sets, manicure instruments, pedicure instruments, eyelash curlers, eyelash separators, nail nippers, nail polish, nail clippers, electric or non electric, razors, pencil sharpeners for cosmetics, dry wipes for removing make-up, toiletry cases (not fitted), cosmetics cases (not fitted), vanity cases (not fitted), make-up bags (not fitted), cosmetics bags (not fitted), clutch bags, purses, pocket wallets, bags, rucksacks, make-up mirrors, cosmetic brushes, shaving brushes, facial sponges for applying make-up, toilet sponges, powder puffs, applicator sticks for applying makeup, nail brushes, eyebrow brushes, eyelash combs, toilet brushes, combs, perfume sprayers, powder compacts, soap dishes and soap holders, soap dispensers, cases for cosmetic articles, containers for cosmetics, storage tins, foam toe separators for use in pedicures.
THREE GROUP RESEARCH LLC
18 Division Street, Suite 409 Saratoga Springs NY 12866 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Market research and consulting services.
GDT

2960845    28/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1231140]
FONTERRA TM LIMITED
9 Princes Street, Auckland Central Auckland 1010 NZ

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Auctioneering services; auction services relating to agricultural and horticultural commodities; auction services relating to agriculture and horticulture derived products; wholesale and retail services for foodstuffs, beverages and agricultural products, horticultural products, by-products; wholesale and retail services for dairy products connected with the dairy industry.
3043710  01/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1248885]
American Express Marketing & Development Corp.
200 Vesey Street New York NY 10285 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1994235

IR DIVISION
Business advice, inquiries, and information program for solution providers who provide products and services that are
used by issuers and acquirers on a global network; maintaining a registry of recommended third parties whose products
and services meet network requirements.
mark to be used as a whole and as per representation given in the birth notification.
Priority claimed from 11/07/2014; Application No. : VA 2014 01687 ; Denmark
3161956 08/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1262154]
WRIST SHIP SUPPLY A/S
Stigsborgvej 60 DK-9400 Norresundby Denmark
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wholesale and retail services, including via the Internet, in relation to goods of any kind for use by ship crews, offshore crews and passengers and for use in the operation of ships and offshore installations and their equipment and installations, namely provisions, stores, replacement parts, equipment and supplies, namely chemical products, paints, lacquers, preservatives against rust, preparations for cleaning and maintenance, articles for personal hygiene, industrial oils and greases, petroleum products, lubricants, fuels (including motor spirit), pharmaceutical preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, disinfectants, building materials, metal sheets and bars, screws and nuts, pipes and tubes, hardware, tools, pneumatic and electrical tools, hand-held tools and instruments, especially for use onboard ships and offshore, ship engine parts, apparatus and instruments for weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching, nautical life-saving equipment, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, nautical equipment and instruments, communication, navigation and signaling equipment for use onboard ships and offshore, fire-extinguishing apparatus, protective gear and safety equipment, helmets, glasses, masks, anti-piracy equipment, barb wire, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, materials for packing, stopping and insulation, hoses, furniture, tableware and galley utensils, kitchen and cooking machines and equipment, rigging and deck equipment, rope and hawser, textile goods, clothing, work wear, gloves, footwear, food and foodstuffs, beverages, tobacco, import and export services in relation to goods of any kind for use by ship crews, offshore crews and passengers and for use in the operation of ships and offshore installations and their equipment and installations, namely provisions, stores, replacement parts, equipment and supplies, namely chemical products, paints, lacquers, preservatives against rust, preparations for cleaning and maintenance, articles for personal hygiene, industrial oils and greases, petroleum products, lubricants, fuels (including motor spirit), pharmaceutical preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, disinfectants, building materials, metal sheets and bars, screws and nuts, pipes and tubes, hardware, tools, pneumatic and electrical tools, hand-held tools and instruments, especially for use onboard ships and offshore, ship engine parts, apparatus and instruments for weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching, nautical life-saving equipment, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, nautical equipment and instruments, communication, navigation and signaling equipment for use onboard ships and offshore, fire-extinguishing apparatus, protective gear and safety equipment, helmets, glasses, masks, anti-piracy equipment, barb wire, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, materials for packing, stopping and insulation, hoses, furniture, tableware and galley utensils, kitchen and cooking machines and equipment, rigging and deck equipment, rope and hawser, textile goods, clothing, work wear, gloves, footwear, food and foodstuffs, beverages, tobacco, procurement services for others in relation to goods of any kind for use by ship crews, offshore crews and passengers and for use in the operation of ships and offshore installations and their equipment and installations, namely provisions, stores, replacement parts, equipment and supplies, namely chemical products, paints, lacquers, preservatives against rust, preparations for cleaning and maintenance, articles for personal hygiene, industrial oils and greases, petroleum products, lubricants, fuels (including motor spirit), pharmaceutical preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, disinfectants, building materials, metal sheets and bars, screws and nuts, pipes and tubes, hardware, tools, pneumatic and electrical tools, hand-held tools and instruments, especially for use onboard ships and offshore, ship engine parts, apparatus and instruments for weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching, nautical life-saving equipment, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, nautical equipment and instruments, communication,
navigation and signaling equipment for use onboard ships and offshore, fire-extinguishing apparatus, protective gear and safety equipment, helmets, glasses, masks, anti-piracy equipment, barb wire, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, materials for packing, stopping and insulation, hoses, furniture, tableware and galley utensils, kitchen and cooking machines and equipment, rigging and decking equipment, rope and hawser, textile goods, clothing, work wear, gloves, footwear, food and foodstuffs, beverages, tobacco, presentation on communication media for retail purposes of goods of any kind for use by ship crews, offshore crews and passengers and for use in the operation of ships and offshore installations and their equipment and installations, namely provisions, stores, replacement parts, equipment and supplies, namely chemical products, paints, lacquers, preservatives against rust, preparations for cleaning and maintenance, articles for personal hygiene, industrial oils and greases, petroleum products, lubricants, fuels (including motor spirit), pharmaceutical preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, disinfectants, building materials, metal sheets and bars, screws and nuts, pipes and tubes, hardware, tools, pneumatic and electrical tools, hand-held tools and instruments, especially for use onboard ships and offshore, ship engine parts, apparatus and instruments for weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching, nautical life-saving equipment, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, nautical equipment and instruments, communication, navigation and signaling equipment for use onboard ships and offshore, fire-extinguishing apparatus, protective gear and safety equipment, helmets, glasses, masks, anti-piracy equipment, barb wire, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, materials for packing, stopping and insulation, hoses, furniture, tableware and galley utensils, kitchen and cooking machines and equipment, rigging and decking equipment, rope and hawser, textile goods, clothing, work wear, gloves, footwear, food and foodstuffs, beverages, tobacco, business consultancy and advice in relation to business management and business administration, business assistance in relation to operation of ships and offshore installations, budgetary control and cost analysis services in relation to procurement services for others, business consultancy and advice in relation to procurement services, mediation of contracts for others in relation to provision of goods and services.
Priority claimed from 29/01/2018; Application No. : 40201801752V ;Singapore 3871331  30/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1408139]
Thome Ship Management Pte. Ltd
16 Raffles Quay, 43-01 Hong Leong Building Singapore 048581 Singapore

**Proposed to be Used**

**IR DIVISION**

Business management in the field of ship management; business management services relating to shipping, customs, and port formalities; business administration services relating to shipping, customs, and port formalities; export-import agency services; supervision of businesses on behalf of others; provision of business management assistance; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging procurement of goods, lubricating oils, supplies and fuel, marine spare parts, maritime spare parts and industrial spare parts and machinery for others; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for the sampling and testing of bunkers for others; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging surveying and technical consultancy service contracts for others; logistics services consisting of business management and organization of facilities and resources in relation to arranging and co-ordinating the provision of goods, lubricating oils, supplies and fuel, marine spare parts, maritime spare parts and industrial spare parts and machinery for others; personnel recruitment services for the provision of crew for vessel owners, charterers or cargo owners; personnel management services for the provision of crew for vessel owners, charterers or cargo owners; employment agency services for the provision of crew for vessel owners, charterers or cargo owners; negotiation of contracts for others; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to all the aforesaid services.
Priority claimed from 03/10/2016; Application No. : 696931 ; Switzerland

3908381  22/06/2018

[International Registration No. : 1349574]

Abercrombie & Fitch Europe Sagl
Via Moree CH-6850 Mendrisio Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

CI.35; Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; retail store services for clothing, footwear, headgear, soaps, perfumes, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, candles, spectacles, sunglasses, accessories for telephones, computers and electronic apparatus, jewelry, stationery, bags, textile products and hair accessories; online retail store services for clothing, footwear, headgear, soaps, perfumes, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, candles, spectacles, sunglasses, accessories for telephones, computers and electronic apparatus, jewelry, stationery, bags, textile products and hair accessories; organization, operation and supervision of customer loyalty schemes.
3911784  12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415904]
Signum International AG
Haldenstrasse 4 CH-6006 LUZERN Switzerland
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; business intermediary services that connect potential private investors to entrepreneurs seeking capital; advisory services concerning the establishment of businesses; advice and programs concerning business organization and management; organization and conducting fairs, events and exhibitions for commercial purposes; business assistance in connection with meeting potential clients; temporary employment agencies.
Priority claimed from 25/03/2014; Application No.: 2014-022647; Japan
2914045  26/03/2014
[International Registration No.: 1230146]
MITSUBISHI UFJ FINANCIAL GROUP, INC.
7-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8330 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Banking; financing services; guarantees; trusteeship; debt collection agencies; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; financial information and consultancy; financial analysis; financial asset management; capital investment; financial services, namely, investment fund administration and analytical services; calculation of base values, fund accounting services, reporting services, risk management, and recordkeeping of investor’s accounts, all relating to investment fund administration and analytical services (financial services); providing information in the field of investment fund performance and administration; registrar and transfer agent services for investment securities; acceptance of deposits [including substitute bond issuance] and acceptance of fixed interval installment deposits; loans [financing] and discount of bills; domestic exchange settlement; liability guarantee and acceptance of bills; securities lending; acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; safe deposit services; exchanging money; trusteeship of financial futures contracts; trusteeship of money, securities, monetary claims, personal property, land, rights on land fixtures, surface rights or lease on land; agencies for public offering of bonds; foreign exchange transactions; letter-of-credit related services; brokerage of credit purchase; trusteeship of testamentary trusts; credit card services; buying and selling of securities; trading of securities index futures; trading of securities options; trading of overseas market securities futures; agencies for brokerage of securities, securities index futures, securities options, and overseas market securities futures; agencies for brokerage of entrusting agents with on-commission trading in domestic markets of securities, securities index futures and securities options; agencies for brokerage of entrusting agents with on-commission trading in overseas markets of securities, and securities index futures; agencies or brokerage for forward agreement of securities, securities index futures, securities options and spot and forward transaction of securities index futures; brokerage for securities liquidation; securities underwriting; secondary distribution of securities; dealing in public
offering or secondary distribution of securities; stock exchange quotations; real estate investment trust underwriting; providing information relating to real estate investment trust; mutual funds; providing information, consultancy and advice relating to management of financial assets; providing information, consultancy and advice relating to investment and management of the trading of securities, financial futures contracts, securities futures trading, and commodity futures trading; quotation of securities, securities index and securities options; surveys, analysis and research relating to securities investment; analysis of data relating to securities; providing information about analysis result of data relating to securities; stock-related agency services; advisory services based on investment advisory agreements; investment based on discretionary investment management agreements; provision of investment information; instructions on management of trust asset; agency services for payment of proceeds, redemption money and money payable on partial cancellation of investment trust beneficiary certificates; investment portfolio management; stock and bond brokerage; acceptance of subscription amount of public and corporate bond; payment services relating to principal and interest of public and corporate bond; brokerage of negotiable certificate of deposit and commercial paper; agencies for commodity futures trading; insurance; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy; insurance information; insurance underwriting; consultancy and information services relating to life insurance; personal pension insurance brokerage; personal pension insurance underwriting; consultancy and information services relating to personal pension insurance; trusteeship of operational management of defined contribution pension plans; underwriting of asset management agreements on defined contribution pension plans; provision of information relating to trusteeship of operational management of defined contribution pension plans; provision of information relating to underwriting of asset management agreements on defined contribution pension plans; claim adjustment for non-life insurance; insurance premium rate computing; leasing of real estate; real estate management; real estate agencies; real estate appraisal; consultancy and information services relating to asset management; providing information on buildings or land [real estate affairs]; financial assessment of company credit; charitable fund raising; issue of tokens of value; issuance of gift coupons; issuance of travel coupons; issuance of hotel coupons; issuance of prepaid cards; collection of payment for goods and services; agency services or brokerage of golf club membership agreements and resort club membership agreements; antique appraisal; art appraisal; precious stone appraisal; used automobiles appraisal; rental of paper money and coin counting or processing machines; rental of cash dispensers or automated-teller machines.
ENOVATM

2923927  06/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1233292]
ENOVA INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Suite 1000, 175 West Jackson Blvd. Chicago IL 60604 US
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL BERUAR
C-8/8777, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi - 110070

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services, namely, installment loans, temporary loans, and payday loans; financing services, namely, installment loans for the purchase of home office furniture, office furniture, appliances, business equipment, electronics, house wares, furnishings, and jewelry, for businesses and consumers.
Priority claimed from 23/09/2017; Application No.: 87619980; United States of America

3867926  22/03/2018

[International Registration No.: 1406981]

RE/MAX, LLC
5075 South Syracuse Street Denver CO 80237 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Real estate brokerage.
HEADLANDS CAPITAL

3895267   11/05/2018

[International Registration No. : 1414038]

HEADLANDS CAPITAL ADVISORS, L.P.
One Ferry Building, Suite 255 San Francisco CA 94111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Financial services, namely, investment advisory services, investment management services, asset management services and investment fund management services; financial research in the field of public equity funds, hedge funds and private equity funds; financial analyses in the field of public equity funds, hedge funds and private equity funds.
Revolut Limited
9th Floor, 107 Cheapside London EC2V 6DN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Financial services; financial trading services; international commodity trading and exchanges services for others; international stock exchange price quotation; international financial exchange and monetary services; foreign currency exchange and advice; integrated financial clearing house services; investment fund transfer and transaction services; operation of financial derivatives markets; financial derivative and trading services relating to bitcoins; providing a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; financial services, namely, providing electronic transfer and trading services for a virtual currency; electronic financial trading, namely trading in the field of digitised assets such as bitcoins, crypto currency, digital tokens, virtual currency and digital currency; insurance services; insurance brokerage; banking services; financial sponsorship; charitable fund raising services; credit card services; financial services relating to credit card services; investment schemes and accounts; on-line financial, banking, savings, payment and credit facilities; home banking and Internet banking; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid services.
Priority claimed from 20/04/2018; Application No. : 4020180054090 ;Republic of Korea
3908877 24/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415609]
Coinone Inc.
19F, Three IFC, 10, Gukjegeumyung-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Virtual money brokerage; exchanging virtual money; financing services; financial brokerage; online banking; providing information, consultancy and advice in the field of finance; money transfer services; on-line financial transactions; providing financial information relating to exchange rates; pre-paid electronic money services; brokerage services relating to electronic money (bitcoin) exchange; provision of pricing information about electronic money (bitcoin); trusteeship of electronic money (bitcoin); administration of electronic money (bitcoin) deposit taking; electronic money and cryptocurrency transactions; electronic money and cryptocurrency managements; issuance of electronic money and cryptocurrency; person-to-person financial services via electronic communications network; electronic financial trading services; currency trading; mobile and internet payment services; electronic payment for others.
PROFESSOR CHALLENGER

Priority claimed from 13/11/2014; Application No. : 86453160 ;United States of America
3007583     26/11/2014

[International Registration No. : 1244163]

CONAN DOYLE ESTATE, LTD.
9 London Road Southampton SO15 2AE United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Entertainment services, namely, a continuing television series featuring drama rendered through the media of television, cable, satellite, radio, telephone, and broadband systems, and via the internet, portable and wireless communication devices; and providing information in the field of entertainment rendered via the internet, portable and wireless communication devices.
NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

Priority claimed from 02/05/2018; Application No. : 2018-058079 ;Japan
3909470   21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416044]
Nintendo Co., Ltd.
11-1, Hokotate-cho, Kamitoba, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8501 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Entertainment services; entertainment information; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; games equipment rental; toy rental; game services provided on-line from a computer network; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; providing amusement arcade services; amusement park services.
Priority claimed from 02/05/2018; Application No. : 2018-058080 ;Japan
3909563    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416053]
Nintendo Co., Ltd.
11-1, Hokotate-cho, Kamitoba, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8501 Japan
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; games equipment rental; toy rental; game services provided on-line from a computer network; providing amusement arcade services; amusement park services.
Priority claimed from 05/05/2014; Application No. : 86272314 ;United States of America
2935578   01/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1234327]
GOOGLE LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 US
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
G - 165, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR-63 NOIDA-201301, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing online non-downloadable computer software for displaying geographic information, interactive geographic maps, and images of maps and mapped locations; providing online non-downloadable computer software for providing access to, searching, and sharing interactive and non-interactive geographic information, travel information, geographic maps and images of maps and mapped locations.
GLOBAL ASSOCIATION OF RISK PROFESSIONALS, INC.
111 Town Square Place, Suite 1410 Jersey City NJ 07310 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Testing, analysis, and evaluation of the knowledge, skills and abilities of others for the purpose of certification in the field of risk management; providing online information about the value of certification in the area of risk management and steps to certification.
Priority claimed from 09/12/2014; Application No. : 86475228 ;United States of America
3096269    05/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1256441]

ZS ASSOCIATES, INC.
One Rotary Center, 1560 Sherman Avenue Evanston IL 60201 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a Service (SaaS) and cloud computing featuring computer software for management consulting, sales and marketing consulting, capability building and outsourcing.
VERTEX

Priority claimed from 02/10/2017; Application No. : 87629832 ;United States of America
3873663   30/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1408579]
Vertex Software, LLC
Suite 2100, 2625 North Loop Drive Ames IA 50010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for three-dimensional model visualization and manipulation, and collaboration amongst users for design, review, and specification of three-dimensional models; providing, maintaining, and hosting online, non-downloadable software in the fields of three-dimensional object visualization and manipulation, and computer-aided design (CAD).
Horror Hospital

3908359  31/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416231]

HAKAN INCE
Yesiltepe Mah. 264. Sk. No:4 D:8 Zeytinburnu ISTANBUL Turkey

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Computer services, namely, computer programming, computer virus protection services, computer system design, creating, maintaining and updating websites for others, computer software design, updating and rental of computer software, providing search engines for the internet, hosting websites, computer hardware consultancy, rental of computer hardware.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1863, 20/08/2018 Class 42

Priority claimed from 09/02/2018; Application No.: M201803304; Ukraine

3908813 10/05/2018

[International Registration No.: 1415476]

Momot Oleksandr Mykolaiovych
vul. Avtozavodskaya, 93, kv. 107 m. Kyiv 02000 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Computer system analysis; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; recovery of computer data;
off-site data backup; technical research; duplication of computer programs; electronic data storage; electronic monitoring
of personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; electronic monitoring of credit card activity to
detect fraud via the internet; providing information on computer technology and programming via a website; providing
search engines for the internet; engineering; installation of computer software; computer programming; conversion of
data or documents from physical to electronic media; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical
conversion; computer technology consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; internet security
consultancy; data security consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; computer software consultancy;
computer security consultancy; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; web site design
consultancy; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; monitoring of computer
systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; maintenance of computer software;
updating of computer software; platform as a service [PaaS]; data encryption services; computer virus protection
services; software as a service [SaaS]; computer software design; rental of web servers; computer rental; rental of
computer software; hosting computer sites [websites]; computer system design; software development in the framework
of software publishing; creating and maintaining web sites for others; creating and designing website-based indexes of
information for others [information technology services]; technological consultancy; server hosting.
yvé

COLLECTION

3910645  22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415747]
Javier Lopez Ortega
C/ Princesa, nº 31, 6º E-28008 Madrid Spain
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Commercial art design.
2923016    13/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1232598]
DO & CO AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Stephansplatz 12 A-1010 Wien Austria
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Supplying of ready-to-serve meals and beverages for immediate consumption; catering for events; restaurant and cafe services.
3910770  21/05/2018

[International Registration No. : 1415561]
Radisson Hotels International, Inc.
P.O. Box 59159, Carlson Parkway Minneapolis MN 55459 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hotel, bar and reservation services; services for the reservation of rooms.
Priority claimed from 06/03/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 020 708.4/41 ;Germany
Advertised In Journal - is Treated as Cancelled and Readvertised under section 20(1)(2)

2719458   06/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1195895]
INJU Holding GmbH
Edelzeller Straße 86 36043 Fulda DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.5;Food supplements; food supplements from propolis; aforesaid goods also for use in making of beverages for medical purposes; propolis for pharmaceutical purposes; vitamins and other food supplements not for medical purposes on the basis of vitamins, minerals, trace elements, nutritional supplements not for medical purposes on the basis of proteins, fats, with added of minerals, trace elements, vitamins and/or propolis.

Cl.9;Pre-recorded audio, image tone and other data carriers, electronic publications, especially music files (downloadable); sound, image tone and other files stored in machine-readable form or downloadable, in particular music recordings.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard (carton) and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, packaging material made of paper and plastic, as far as not included in other classes; brochures; leaflets, posters, postcards, posters, bottle wrappers of cardboard or paper, bottle envelopes of cardboard or paper; boxes of cardboard or paper.

Cl.21;Glass boxes, glasses [vessels].

Cl.25;Clothing, headgear.

Cl.30;Propolis.

Cl.32;Syrups and other preparations for making beverages, non-alcoholic beverages with addition of minerals, trace elements and/or vitamins.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing, radio, print, Internet, television and cinema advertising, public relations (PR), sales promotion.

Cl.41;Entertainment, sporting and cultural activities, organization and conducting of sport events, shows, cultural, entertainment and music events (entertainment); music production.
AQUA ULTRA

Priority claimed from 18/11/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 060 057.6/07 ;Germany
2856306  14/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213684]
MÜHLEN SOHN GMBH & CO. KG
Lindenstraße 16/1, 89134 Blaustein (Germany)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI,
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.7; Bands, flexible hoses, belts, in particular corrugator belts, and straps, in particular of vegetable, mineral, animal, metallic and/or synthetic materials, all foregoing goods as parts of machines.

Cl.24; Textiles and textile goods, in particular heavy industrial fabrics, not included in other classes.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1863, 20/08/2018 Class 99

Priority claimed from 18/07/2013; Application No.: 011996519; European Union
2856729 17/01/2014
[International Registration No.: 1214686]
H K WENTWORTH LIMITED
Ashby Business Park, Coalfield Way Ashby-De-La-Zouch, Leicestershire LE65 1JR United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.1; Chemicals for use in industry and science; degreasing preparations for use in manufacturing processes; compositions for removing soldering flux from printed circuit boards and from electrical components; chemical substances for use in the treatment of metal electric contacts and metal electric connections; flux removers; protective coatings including silicone resin coatings; preparations for dissipating heat, including non-silicone and silicone and epoxy compounds; solvents; resins and resin hardeners; freezing agents and preparations; anti-static sprays and preparations; anti-static preparations other than for household purposes; industrial adhesives; chemical preparations for restoring texture to rubber rollers; anti-seize substances; mould release agents; polyurethane foams; galvanising compounds and spray; anti-spatter preparations for use in welding; demineralised water; silica gel including silica gel sachets; dewatering fluids, preparations and substances; soldering pastes; chemicals for use in etching; photoresists; photoresist developers.

Cl.2; Preservatives against rust; anti-rust greases, oils and preparations; anti-tarnishing preparations for metals; protective preparations for metals; preparations for preventing corrosion or tarnishing of metals.

Cl.3; Cleaning, scouring and polishing preparations and compositions; paint strippers; graffiti removing compounds; wipes incorporating cleaning preparations.

Cl.4; Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; greases for technical purposes; lubricating greases; lubricating oils; technical oils; corrosion penetrating oils and greases.

Cl.21; Articles for cleaning purposes; aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; cleaning cloths and instruments; cleaning materials; brushes, dusters, pads, mops, sponges; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
Priority claimed from 27/02/2014; Application No. : 14 4 072 172 ;France
2858949  19/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217833]
COLLECTIVITE TERRITORIALE DE SAINT-BARTHELEMY
Collectivité d'outre-mer - GUSTAVIA F-97133 SAINT-BARTHELEMY France
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CYRIL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS
4TH FLOOR, GVS PLATINUM D-3, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET, NEW DELHI-110017.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, optical or sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers; calculating machines; equipment for data processing and computers; extinguishers; computer game software; software (recorded programs); computer peripherals; electric batteries; detectors; electric wires; electric relays; diving suits, gloves or masks; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; protection devices for personal use against accidents; spectacles (optics); optical goods; spectacle cases; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use; memory cards or integrated circuit cards; safety tarpaulins.
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; motors and engines for land vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; bodies for vehicles; anti-skid chains; vehicle chassis or bumpers; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; safety belts for vehicle seats; electric vehicles; caravans; tractors; mopeds; cycles, bicycles; frames, kickstands, brakes, handlebars, wheel rims, pedals, tires, wheels or saddles for cycles or bicycles; strollers; handling carts.
Cl.14;Jewelry; jewelry products, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; precious metals and their alloys; works of art of precious metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; watch cases, bracelets, chains, springs or glasses; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; statues or figurines (statuettes) of precious metals; cases or presentation cases for timepieces; medals.
Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; animal skins; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; wallets; purses (coin purses); handbags, backpacks, wheeled bags; bags for climbers and campers, travel bags, beach bags, school bags; vanity cases (empty); collars or clothing for animals; bags or net bags for
shopping.

Cl.24; Fabrics; bed blankets; fabrics for textile use; elastic woven material; velvet; bed linen; household linen; table linen not of paper; bath linen (except clothing).

Cl.25; Clothing, footwear, headgear; shirts; clothing of leather or imitation leather; belts (clothing); furs (clothing); gloves (clothing); scarves; neckties; hosiery; socks; bedroom slippers; beach, ski or sports footwear; underwear.

Cl.30; Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flours and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, edible ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice for refreshment; sandwiches, pizzas; pancakes; cookies; cakes; rusks; sugar confectionery; chocolate; beverages based on cocoa, coffee, chocolate or tea.

Cl.32; Beers; mineral and aerated waters; beverages based on fruit and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; lemonades; fruit nectars; soda water; non-alcoholic aperitifs.

Cl.33; Alcoholic beverages (excluding beers and wines); ciders; digesters (liqueurs and spirits); spirits.
and/or intranet access; rental of access time to a database server center; all these services used and/or intended for the aeronautical field.

IR DIVISION

Proposed to be Used

MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA

Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA

Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

SAFRAN AIRCRAFT ENGINES

2, boulevard du Général Martial Valin F-75015 PARIS FR

Trade Marks Journal No: 1863 ,   20/08/2018           Class 99

FOREVISION

Priority claimed from 20/09/2013; Application No. : 13 4 033 987 ;France

2859100   07/03/2014

[International Registration No. : 1217972]

SAFRAN AIRCRAFT ENGINES

2, boulevard du Général Martial Valin F-75015 PARIS FR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA

Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

Proposal to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.9;Electrical and electronic apparatus and instruments, namely, potential computers, full authority digital engine controls (FADEC), braking, temperature, pressure, vibration analysis and flight control computers; electrical, electronic and magnetic sensors for pressure, speed, displacement, temperature, position, vibration; electronic systems and equipment, carried on board or not, for acquiring and processing data; electric and electronic maintenance and control equipment and hardware (onboard aircraft or engines, fixed on test stands or mobile for ground operations) for reading and interpreting computer and sensor data; apparatus and instruments for radio communication, telemetry, remote control, radioaltimetry and proximetry; monitoring systems comprised of computer hardware and software for the evaluation of security and performance, as well as maintenance and servicing requirements of aircraft engines and/or their modules and parts; data processing equipment; computer programs and software providing information on aircraft engines, maintenance, operation, servicing and repair in relation to aircraft engines and/or their modules and parts; software for managing repair, upkeep, servicing, maintenance and reconditioning operations conducted on an aircraft engine and/or on their modules and parts; magnetic, optical and digital recording media, CD-ROMs, DVDs; computer programmes for data management (databases); data banks containing information about aircraft engines, operation, repair, overhaul, servicing, maintenance and reconditioning of engines, modules and parts of aircraft engines; apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound, images and/or data; all these goods used and/or intended for the aeronautical field.

Cl.35;Assistance in the management and operation of industrial or commercial companies possessing an aircraft fleet; advisory services relating to business management of a fleet comprising engines, systems, equipment and parts of aircraft; advisory services relating to the commercial and administrative management of the repair, overhaul, servicing, upgrading and maintenance of engines, systems, equipment and parts of aircraft; commercial consulting services with regard to determining and selecting tools in the field of the repair, overhaul, servicing, upgrading, maintenance of engines, systems, equipment and parts of aircraft; administrative and commercial management of replacement equipment for users of engines, systems, equipment and parts of aircraft; data compilation and statistical studies relating to the management of an aircraft engine fleet; compilation of information into computer databases; management and compilation of databases; analysis, gathering, systematization, management, processing and storage of data; exploitation of commercial data; exploitation of commercial data banks; provision (preparation) of statistical data; all these services used and/or intended for the aeronautical field.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of aircraft; repair of apparatus, instruments, systems, hardware and electrical and electronic equipment; repair, overhaul, servicing and maintenance services for aircraft engines, systems, equipment and parts; under-wing repair, overhaul, servicing and maintenance services for all kinds of aircraft engines, systems, equipment and parts; standardization, restoration and standard replacement of aircraft engines, systems, equipment and parts; online round-the-clock assistance and advice provided seven days a week for the repair, overhaul, restoration, servicing, maintenance and standard replacement of aircraft engines, systems, equipment and parts.

Cl.38;Provision of access to databases; secure data communication service relating to security and performance evaluation as well as the maintenance and servicing requirements of aircraft engines and/or their modules and parts; transmission of information (telecommunication service) contained in a data bank and/or on a server through Internet and/or intranet access; rental of access time to a database server center; all these services used and/or intended for the aeronautical field.

Cl.42;Engineer services regarding evaluations, estimates and research related to the technologies used on aircraft engines and equipment as well as their surveillance systems; technical consulting services concerning methodologies to be used in business management and replacement of aircraft engines, systems, equipment and parts; advisory services concerning the methodologies to be used for the repair, overhaul, servicing, standardization and maintenance of aircraft engines, systems, equipment and parts; testing of machines; testing of materials; monitoring and inspection services for aircraft engines, systems, equipment and parts; analysis, expertise and processing services for the acquisition of data recorded during the operation of aircraft engines, systems, equipment and parts; design and development of software and computer programming.
GANTNER

Priority claimed from 07/01/2014; Application No. : 012479291 ;European Union
2859134  04/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218011]
GANTNER ELECTRONIC GMBH
Montafonerstr. 8 A-6780 Schruns Austria

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.6: Ironmongery, small items of metal hardware, namely lockers, storage cupboards for sporting equipment, safes.

Cl.9: Electronic access systems for buildings, including swimming pools, thermal baths, fitness clubs, administrative and office buildings, and private buildings, consisting of input units, including wireless and wired electronic card readers, chip band and chip card readers, computers and display apparatus; electronic locking systems for cupboards and compartments, consisting of data carriers that can be recognised in a wireless manner (rfid technology); payment systems, in particular cashless payment systems, consisting of data carriers in the form of chip band or chip card readers; point of sale systems and accounting systems for swimming pools, thermal baths, spas and fitness clubs; systems for recording time, consisting of input terminals and computers; access control systems, including evaluation of biometric properties, consisting of wireless and wired readers for fingerprint identification, and wireless and wired readers for recording further biometric characteristics, including body height, iris, retina, facial geometry, vascular structure of the hand, nail bed structure, voice, signature, keystroke dynamics on a keyboard, gait, body odour, dna (genetic fingerprinting); computers and computer software for all the aforesaid apparatus, systems and devices; data carriers embedded in chip cards, plastic bracelets, silicone bracelets and key rings; electronic and electric apparatus for practising pigeon racing, namely pigeon clocks, devices for recording and monitoring time, sensors for detecting the presence of the pigeon, data carriers, including pigeon rings; computers and computer software for controlling access, administration and evaluation of results for pigeon races; battery-operated cylinders and locks.

Cl.35: Services in connection with the recording and compiling of electronic data for access control systems and personnel management.

Cl.36: Financial services in connection with cashless payment systems.

Cl.37: Services in connection with the installation of access-monitoring systems and time-recording systems (hardware).

Cl.42: Technical planning, design and installation of access-monitoring systems and time-recording systems (software).
THINKGRID

Priority claimed from 19/12/2013; Application No. : 13/4056004 ;France
2859142    27/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218022]
GRID SOLUTIONS SAS
Immeuble Le Gallié, 51 Esplanade du Général de Gaulle F-92907 PARIS LA DEFENSE CEDEX FR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Publications, periodicals, magazines, newspapers, reviews, newsletters, pamphlets.
Cl.38;On-line provision (transmission) of videos; posting (transmission) of videos.
Cl.41;Electronic or digital publication of periodicals, magazines, newspapers, reviews, newsletters, pamphlets, in the form of text, information and audio and/or video data regardless of the viewing and transmission method; on-line publication of periodicals, magazines, newspapers, reviews, newsletters, articles, conversations, pamphlets in the form of text, information and audio and/or video data regardless of the viewing and transmission method; services for teaching and training, on any support and, namely, any electronic medium (digital or analog) regardless of the viewing and transmission method; hosting of a video sharing portal; organization and conducting of seminars, traineeships and courses; training services, namely, via correspondence, computer network or on-line via a website (e-learning).
Cl.42;Creation, design, development and hosting of websites on the Internet including mini-sites and blogs.
COMBIVISC

Priority claimed from 25/01/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 021 989.1/10 ;Germany
2859312  08/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218256]
CARL ZEISS MEDITEC AG
Göschwitzer Str. 51-52 07745 Jena Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5; Viscoelastic preparations for use in ophthalmic or intraocular surgery.
Cl.10: Injection syringes for surgical purposes for ophthalmic intraocular surgery, in particular for the injection of viscoelastic preparations, special containers and packaging for viscoelastic substances for ophthalmic and intraocular surgery, special containers and packaging for injection syringes for ophthalmic or intraocular surgery for the injection of viscoelastic preparations.
GENOCEA

Priority claimed from 31/01/2014; Application No. : 86181328 ;United States of America
2859351  18/06/2014

[International Registration No. : 1218398]

GENOCEA BIOSCIENCES, INC.
100 Acorn Park Drive Cambridge MA 02140 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.5; Vaccines.

Cl.42; Research and development of vaccines.
Priority claimed from 19/09/2013; Application No. : 2013-73178 ;Japan
2859365    13/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218778]
RS TAICHI INC.
3-1-25, Nakagaito, Daito-Shi Osaka 574-0013 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Chest protectors for protection against accidents; knee pads for protection against accidents; elbow pads for protection against accidents; helmets for protection against accidents; clothing for protection against accidents; shoes for protection against accidents; instep protectors for shoes for protection against accidents; gloves for protection against accidents; protection devices for personal use against accidents; mobile phone covers; mobile phone cases.
Cl.18; Rucksacks; hip bags; fanny packs; bags for traveling; wallets.
Cl.25; Rain suits for motorcycles; gloves for motorcycles; clothing made of leather for motorcycles (other than clothing for protection against accidents or injury); clothing for motorcyclists (other than clothing for protection against accidents or injury); socks; hats and caps; T-shirts; trousers; jackets for motorcyclists; shoes for motorcycles.
Cl.28; Knee pads for motor sports; elbow pads for motor sports; protectors for motor sports; protective pads for motor sports; gloves for motor sports.
Priority claimed from 13/05/2014; Application No. : TO2014C001485 ;Italy
2859368  19/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218423]
EASYREADING MULTIMEDIA S.R.L.
Via Cibrario, 28 I-10144 Torino Italy
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
G - 165, 1ST FLOOR, SECTOR-63 NOIDA-201301, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9; Downloadable fonts; downloadable printing fonts; typeface fonts recorded on magnetic media; educational computer software; computer software for word processing; computer software related to publishing; computer software for the management of printing fonts.
Cl.16; Printing fonts; publications and printed matter on the subject of printing fonts; publications and printed matter on the subject of teaching and education.
Cl.41; Teaching, education and training; providing of information on the matter of teaching and education; training in the field of teaching and education; publishing in the field of training, teaching and education; dissemination of training, teaching and education material; online publishing of training, teaching and education material.
XACTLY CORPORATION
300 Park Avenue, Suite 1700 San Jose CA 95110 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Cl.35; Consulting in the field of sales improvement; customer relationship management; business management consultation and information services relating to reporting, modeling, and analyzing sales incentive plans; business consultation to assist in business performance, namely, on the subjects of compensation planning and workforce performance.

Cl.41; Software education training services; arranging professional workshop and training courses; business training.

Cl.42; Cloud computing featuring software for use for incentive compensation management; cloud computing featuring software for use for improving employee performance and loyalty; cloud computing featuring software for use for incentive based compensation; cloud computing featuring software for use for spreadsheets, documents, tables, graphs, video, electronic calendars, and electronic contact lists, for creating, managing and reporting customer leads and meeting sales quotes; cloud computing featuring software for use in customer relationship management (CRM); designing and providing online non-downloadable computer software for use in finding and managing customer leads and customer referrals, closing business deals, meeting sales targets, business networking and collaborating with other sales representatives; software as a service (SAAS) and content as a service (CAAS) services featuring online use of non-downloadable software featuring spreadsheets, documents, tables, graphs, video, audio, electronic calendars, electronic planners, electronic contact lists, e-mail, and electronic computer screen capture for creating, implementing, tracking, analyzing, managing, searching and reporting customer leads, customer referrals, closing business deals, and meeting sales targets; providing non-downloadable software for use in sales funnel analysis and management, customer relationship analysis and management, marketing strategy analysis and management, sales improvement analysis, social networking activity analysis and management, and integrated communication management.
Priority claimed from 18/06/2013; Application No.: 13 4 013 346 ;France 2860032 11/12/2013

[International Registration No.: 1219085]
SAFRAN AIRCRAFT ENGINES
2, boulevard du Général Martial Valin F-75015 PARIS FR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA
Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.35; Organization consultancy and air fleet administrative and commercial management for airline companies and aircraft operators; assistance in the management and operation of industrial or commercial companies possessing an aircraft fleet; advisory services relating to business organization and air operation management; advisory services relating to the commercial and administrative management of the repair, overhaul, servicing, upgrading and maintenance of engines, systems, equipment and parts of aircraft; compilation and statistical study of data relating to the maintenance management of an aircraft fleet; compilation of information into computer databases; management and compilation of databases; analysis, collection, systematization, management, processing of data; exploitation of statistical data; provision of statistical information in a computer database; provision (preparation) of statistical data; all these services used and/or intended for the aeronautical field.

Cl.36; Consulting and auditing in the field of risk management companies for airline companies and aircraft operators (financial analysis); Consulting and auditing in the field of quality assurance for airline companies and aircraft operators.

Cl.37; Repair and maintenance of aircraft; repair, overhaul, servicing and maintenance services for aircraft systems, equipment and parts; standardization, overhaul and standard replacement of aircraft systems, equipment and parts; advisory services relating to the repair, servicing, maintenance, upgrading, maintenance of engines, systems, equipment and aircraft components; on-line round-the-clock assistance provided seven days a week for the repair, overhaul, restoration, servicing, maintenance and standard replacement of systems, equipment and components of space craft and aeronautical vehicles.

Cl.38; Provision of access to databases; secured communication of aircraft flight data; transmission of information (telecommunication service) contained in a data bank and/or on a server through Internet and/or intranet access; all these services used and/or intended for the aeronautical field.

Cl.39; Secure storage of aircraft flight data; organization consultancy and air fleet management for airline companies and airplane and helicopter operators (transport consultancy).

Cl.41; Education; training; arranging and conducting of internships, colloquiums, seminars, conferences, symposiums, conventions; publication of books, magazines, newspapers, periodicals, publications and printed matter; generation of data and images held on an Internet server, in connection with training all the organization of courses, seminars, colloquiums, all for the aeronautical field.

Cl.42; Acquisition and unloading of aircraft flight data; analysis, expertise and processing of aircraft flight data; maintenance of web portal provided for airline companies; operational engineering services for airline companies; technical advice in the aeronautical field (services of engineers); analysis and advice (appraisals provided by engineers) in the field of aircraft fuel economy and consumption; electronic data storage.
MAGIO

2860326  15/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1219556]
JULABO GMBH
Eisenbahnstrasse 45 77960 Seelbach Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.7; Electric beaters for technical schools; electric household appliances and household and kitchen utensils (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.9; Thermostats, in particular immersion thermostats, heating circulators (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations), thermostats for immersed viscometers, calibration thermostats, cryostates, in particular for research and industrial laboratories and for quality assurance; temperature regulators for measurement, controller, regulating and monitoring heated equipment (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); testing apparatus; electric beaters for laboratories.

Cl.11; Apparatus for heating water and foodstuffs (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations), electrical cooking utensils; highly dynamic temperature regulating systems, namely heating and refrigerating apparatus; heating and refrigerating apparatus for industrial applications, water baths (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations) and shaking water baths (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); apparatus, instruments and machines for cooking and heating, electric cookers, stoves and ovens; electric hot-pots, heating plates.
Priority claimed from 28/05/2014; Application No. : 86293660 ;United States of America
2860352   28/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1219503]

Thompson Hotels LLC
10333 East Dry Creek Road, Suite 450 Englewood CO 80112 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Cl.35; Hotel management for others; restaurant management for others; customer loyalty services and customer club services, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes.

Cl.43; Hotel services; restaurant services; bar and cocktail lounge services; take-out restaurant services; resort hotel services; providing extended-stay hotels; providing information in the field of hotels and temporary accommodations for travelers via a website; making reservations and bookings for others for accommodations and meals at hotels, restaurants, bars, cocktail lounges, and health spas.